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ABSTRACT
The concept of prisoner reentry has only recently sparked a significant interest in the field
of criminology and criminal justice; however, it is blatantly apparent that attention to the subject
is not only needed but necessary. Each day men and women are sentenced to serve terms in
prison systems throughout the country. Simultaneously, each day men and women are released
from prison to reintegrate back into society. With the rising incarceration rates and rising release
rates, it became clear that the United States has a difficult dilemma. Thus, attention to concepts
that help in addressing such dilemmas, like prisoner reentry, became popular.
This paper explores a prisoner reentry program designed to assist the State of Michigan in
its battle towards addressing its prison problem. The Michigan Prisoner Reentry Initiative
(MPRI) is a statewide initiative developed to reduce the rising incarceration rates in Michigan
prison systems and assist those inmates returning home after being released. The information
utilized was obtained from the current literature on prisoner reentry and the MPRI program.
Also, methods such as participant observation and examinations of official documentations
pertaining to the Michigan correctional systems was used to support the overall findings of this
paper. The MPRI program is a step in the right direction for the State of Michigan and will prove
to be a critical piece of solving the dilemma of reducing crime, incarceration rates, increasing
public safety and assisting individuals released from prison to lead a law-abiding successful life
outside of prison.
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CHAPTER 1: AN INTRODUCTION TO PRISONER REENTRY IN THE UNITED STATES
The rates of incarceration in the United Stated are the highest in the world, making
“America the global leader in the use of imprisonment” (Travis 2005:23). This prison expansion
was not concentrated in a singular region of the United States but, instead, occurred in states
across the country, in every region and in both metropolitan and rural counties (Lawrence and
Travis 2004). In addition to the change in the number of people who are sentenced to prison, the
prison structure has also steadily changed over time. Having to accommodate diverse groups of
prisoners, varying in age, race and ethnicity, gender, type of crime committed, and/or affiliation
with multiple types of crime (i.e., organized crime, gang crime, or white collar crime) has caused
a significant shift in the complexity of prisons across the United States. “Prisons have become
increasingly sophisticated in separating and classifying populations by security level, medical
problems, special program needs, and even work programs” (Seiter and Kadela 2003:361).
Despite the dramatic changes that have taken place in corrections, one thing that remains
constant is that the majority of people who go into prison will eventually be released.
Of those who enter the prison system, approximately 95 percent will return to the
community. “In 2003 alone, roughly 630,000 prisoners were released from state and federal
prisons to begin the process of reintegrating into their communities” (Vigne et al. 2005:315).
However, this reintegration is not always successful. Nearly 68 percent of individuals released
from prison will be rearrested within three years of their release (Travis 2005). Consequently, the
prisoners who are released, their families, and the communities to which they return have all had
to find ways to cope with the challenges of this transition.
These challenges are continually getting tougher for prisoners to deal with when
returning home. Prisoners are returning from longer sentences behind bars with little preparation
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for reintegration. Returning offenders are immediately faced with the disadvantage of their label
as an ex-offender and are unprepared to face these challenges (Uggen 1999). They are more
likely to have substance abuse and health issues that go untreated or undiagnosed. In addition,
the limited availability of housing, employment, and social service opportunities make it even
more difficult to successfully reenter society. Many have trouble reconnecting and developing
stable relationships with family and friends, which further alienates them from feeling secure in
their life outside of prison. Combining all these challenges upon their release from prison, it is
obvious why so many individuals return to prison or fail to be successful when released from
prison.
Prisoner reentry – the process of a prisoner leaving a correctional institution and
reintegrating into society – is a rich topic of interest among social scientists today. The research
currently in place on prisoner reentry focuses mainly on the effects of incarceration on
community and family structures, the difficulties one faces when returning home, and how stateand federally-funded programs already set in place to aid economically and socially
disadvantaged individuals may help those who are being released from prison as well. The latter
has sparked a national movement towards the development and implementation of state and
federal programs designed specifically to aid individuals being released from prison.
Despite many states integrating some sort of prisoner reentry program into their
correctional process, very little research has been published on the effectiveness and
successfulness of these programs as a whole. Many of these evaluations are not labeled as
prisoner reentry program evaluations, and many do not evaluate the program as a singular unit.
Instead, it is more common to find evaluations on the individual components of the programs
(i.e. the substance abuse treatment programs or the employment-readiness programs) versus
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finding an evaluation of the entire program encompassing all components in the analysis (Seiter
and Kadela 2003). Prisoner reentry programs encompass a wide variety of services and overlap
in many ways with rehabilitative services, which are usually available for access while an
individual is still incarcerated. These services can include substance abuse counseling (in or out
of prison), education programs where inmates are eligible to achieve their GED or other
specialized degree, employment readiness assistance programs, and emotional or psychological
treatment programs to assist individuals in dealing with life inside and outside of prison. Those
are all examples of services that are typically found in rehabilitative programs but are also
essential elements to a reentry program. This is what makes prisoner reentry programs so unique
and also so important. These services not only begin while a prisoner is still incarcerated but
continue until around six months after his or her release. By examining these prisoner reentry
programs, both as whole and broken down into its components, the strengths and weaknesses can
become apparent. Implementing programs that are well designed and meet the needs of all
parties involved will make the reentry process seamless, thereby improving the prisoners’
experience before, during, and after they are released and decreasing the likelihood they will
recidivate.
In a variety of ways, the challenges and dimensions of prisoner reentry and prisoner
reentry programs examined at the national level reflect that of the state level in Michigan. Both
incarceration and release rates have increased significantly in Michigan. “Between 1980 and
2003, the Michigan prison population more than tripled, increasing from 15,148 to 49,357”
(Solomon et al. 2004:1). In 2006, Michigan’s budget for the Michigan Department of
Corrections (MDOC) was $1.78 billion, which exceeds 20 percent of Michigan’s general fund
(MPRI website). Solomon et al. (2004) also notes that Michigan has experienced a growth in the
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number of prisoners being released from Michigan prisons. “In 1990, 9,752 individuals were
released from the state’s prisons compared with 13,707 in 2003, an increase of 40 percent.”
Almost all of the individuals being released from Michigan prisons will parole to a community in
Michigan. Additionally, nearly half of the former prisoners who are released will return to prison
within two years, costing the State of Michigan $112 million per year (MPRI website). These
statistics have prompted the Michigan government into action to deal with the increase in
incarceration, increase in recidivism, and increase in prisoners returning to Michigan
communities. As a result, the Michigan Prisoner Reentry Initiative (MPRI) program was
developed to address these issues.
The goal of this paper is to discover whether the MPRI is organized and executed in a
fashion that meets its mission and vision statement. Also, this paper is meant to uncover what the
MPRI program is doing well and what parts of the program should be improved. This process
will be done by focusing on analyzing and comparing the components of the MPRI program to
other statewide initiatives set forth to address the issues surrounding reintegration. In addition,
using participant observations, the examination of official public documentations, feedback from
group discussions, and brief interviews with various stakeholders of MPRI, a comparative
analysis will be done on whether the MPRI program, as it is currently practiced today, is actually
meeting the missions and goals set forth in its original proposal. This project will follow each
component of the program, from the time a prisoner is designated an MPRI participant while
incarcerated until the time when that MPRI participant “graduates,” to see if the services being
provided to ex-offenders are implemented in such a way that the missions and goals of the
program have the ability to be successfully accomplished.
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Review of the Literature on Prisoner Reentry Programs in the US
The MPRI program is a statewide effort led by the Office of the Governor and the
Michigan Department of Corrections. MPRI links key state service agencies, business leaders,
and community organizations in Michigan to form a network of integrated services intended to
help recently released prisoners successfully transition from prison back into society. The
mission statement of MPRI is “to reduce crime by implementing a seamless plan of services and
supervision developed with each prisoner-delivered through state and local collaboration-from
the time of their entry into prison though their transition, reintegration, and aftercare in the
community” (MPRI website). The MPRI vision is “that every prisoner released from prison will
have the tools needed to succeed in the community” (MPRI website). By helping those who are
preparing to be released or have recently been paroled from prison utilize the tools needed to be
successful in the community, MPRI hopes to meet its mission statement and thus achieve the
overall vision.
Other states have developed programs similar to that of Michigan’s MPRI program. The
main components found in a prisoner reentry program are relatively comparable across all states.
Preparation begins while the individual is still incarcerated and continues until they are released.
While inmates are still in prison, preparation for release usually begins by assessing the major
needs of the prisoner and developing a release plan for when they are paroled. Release plans,
sometimes called treatment plans, are designed based on the unique needs of the offender. Some
prisoners are put at a higher risk level because of their conviction(s), some need substance abuse
treatment, and others just need basic help getting back on their feet upon release. Overall, most
programs are designed to target three areas, what this paper will refer to as pre-release, uponrelease and post-release assistance, that will help the prisoner be successful in the community
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when he or she is paroled. The amount of assistance that actually goes into each stage varies with
each state’s needs and budget. Generally, many states deliver the same basic assistance for all
ex-offenders. However, differences can be found in the number of ex-offenders the program
actually provides services to as well as the length of time the services can be accessed by the exoffenders.
Despite research showing that providing services such as educational opportunities, job
training, specialized treatment services, and reintegration services prior to release and upon
release aids the reentry process and allows the individual to be more successful once paroled,
many programs are still met with suspicion and skepticism (Ubah and Robinson 2003).
Additionally, locating a prisoner reentry program evaluation is a nearly impossible feat. Many
evaluations on prisoner reentry programs are not labeled as such (Seiter and Kadela 2003). The
majority of evaluations done on statewide prisoner reentry programs are evaluations on the
components of the program itself and whether that specific program has an effect on recidivism
rates throughout the state. There are little known data on the successfulness and effectiveness of
a complete reentry program that encompasses all components of the reentry process. However,
Seiter and Kadela (2003) argue the programs that are in place that could be labeled as a prisoner
reentry program,
“indicate a positive result for vocational training and/or work release programs (found to
be effective in reducing recidivism rate as well as in improving job readiness skills for
ex-offenders), for drug rehabilitation (graduates of treatment programs were less likely
than other parolees and noncompleters to have been arrested, commit a drug-related
offense, continue drug use, or have a parole violation), to some extent for education
programs (only to increase educational achievement scores, but not to decrease
recidivism), for halfway house programs (found effective in reducing the frequency and
severity of future crimes), and for prerelease programs” (p. 379-380).
Research shows there is a clear need for attention to the topic of prisoner reentry and a need for
further evaluations to be done on the programs that are currently in operation (Petersilia 2001;
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Travis and Petersilia 2001; Austin 2001; and Seiter and Kadela 2003). One main concern is
merely locating programs that could be considered prisoner reentry programs.
It is evident these programs exist, but there is little clarity as to what extent they are being
implemented and if these programs are truly effective for the ex-offenders. “The recent emphasis
on postrelease planning is based in the reality that the correctional system does not have a
rehabilitative effect” (Mellow and Greifinger 2008:22). The current rearrest and reincarceration
rates show that there is a need for pre-release, upon-release, and post-release programming to
help positively integrate ex-offenders back into their home communities. Since the research
shows that providing varied services to prisoners prior to their release and upon their release has
an impact on how successfully they reintegrate into society, the majority of the states have
already made the move towards implementing various reentry programs into their correctional
systems (Roman and Travis 2004).
The following is a look into how prisoner reentry programs are currently designed and
being implemented in three states: Texas, Ohio, and Indiana. These particular states were chosen
based on the reentry program design and services each state provided to its returning citizens.
These three states have programs that provide services comparable to those of Michigan’s
prisoner reentry programs. Additionally, Ohio and Indiana are geographically similar to
Michigan. Their populations and reentry statistics are similar and each experience related climate
changes presenting challenges that can be compared. It is apparent that Texas does not follow
along the same comparable paths as Ohio, Indiana, and Michigan. However, given the amount of
research that has been done on Texas’s recent implementation and changes in its prisoner reentry
programs and given the philosophy Texas has historically held in how justice should be carried
out, Texas would be an excellent comparison state to that of Ohio, Indiana, and Michigan,
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simply because of its differences. Overall, each state has its own approach to prisoner reentry.
The primary goals seem to remain constant, and many of the services provided to the returning
offenders are also comparable. However, the structure and implementation techniques do differ
in a variety of ways, mainly because each state has a diverse range of political, economic, and
social issues to solve. By tailoring the reentry programs to meet the needs of its own population
of citizens, each state attempts to increase the effectiveness of the programs and decrease the
recidivism rates of its returning offenders, thereby increasing public safety and decreasing crime.
A Look at Prisoner Reentry in Texas
In the State of Texas, the Texas Department of Criminal Justice (TDCJ) has incorporated
a number of programs to help prisoners prepare for reintegration upon release with a full medical
staff and outpatient care services on hand, employment-readiness programs, vocational training,
education programs, substance abuse treatment programs, behavior modification programs, and
mental health counseling administered in the correctional facilities. Texas provides a Career and
Technology Education (CTE) program that offers occupational training courses in 34 subject
areas ranging from electrical trades and plumbing to graphic arts and information technology.
There are also programs designed for vocational education, manufacturing, and logistical work
with on-the-job training, agribusiness job training, and assistance in obtaining the necessary
documentation (birth certificates, social security cards, or state identification) to secure
employment once they are released. It was reported that approximately 97,300 prisoners
participated in some sort of employment-readiness program during the 2002 fiscal year (Watson
et al. 2004).
Texas also places emphasis on education programs in the correctional facilities to help
ex-offenders successfully reenter their home communities. Because nearly half of the
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populations of state prisoners in Texas do not possess any type of high school diploma or GED,
it is evident that some type of education programming is needed. At present there are two
specified education programs currently being implemented in various Texas prisons. The first
program focuses on giving basic education to the inmate, which includes literacy programs,
English as a second language classes, and special education classes for inmates with special
needs. The second program is geared towards college coursework and offers college-level
education through partnerships with 16 two-year and 3 four-year colleges and universities. There
are also many programs in place to help inmates with substance abuse treatment. These programs
start while the inmate is still incarcerated and extend to after they are released. This provides
continuous support for the ex-offender in the most difficult and stressful times, where temptation
to relapse is at its highest (Welsh 2007; Walters et al. 1992).
Parallel to the substance abuse treatment programs are programs for sex offender
treatment, behavior modification, women directed services, and mental health care. Texas’s sex
offender treatment program (SOTP) functions similar to that of the substance abuse programs, in
that there is continuous support provided to the inmate in and out of the prison. “For those
prisoners who complete all program components, the program is extremely successful: CJPC
reports that these prisoners have a 38 percent lower arrest rate and a 39 percent lower
reincarceration rate than the comparison group” (Watson et al. 2004:33). The behavior
modification programs are focused on teaching and improving social skills, community and
personal responsibility, and positive parenting skills. Programs that target women prisoners
include Love Me Tender, a program designed to increase bonding between mothers and their
newborns; Girl Scouts Behind Bars, designed to keep mothers in contact with their children;
Plane State Jail Wrap-Around Program, a transitional opportunity program to aid women in
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reentry; and The Empowerment Project, launched for women who are victims of sexual abuse or
domestic violence. Finally, various mental health care programs and programs for mentally
retarded offenders are active for the nearly 16 percent of state prisoners nationwide who are
suffering from some type of mental illness (Watson et al. 2004).
A Look at Prisoner Reentry in Ohio
Ohio reentry programs operate slightly different than those of Texas. Ohio has
implemented a development strategy called the “Second Chance to Change” initiative for
Intensive Program Prisons (IPPs). IPPs refer to several 90-day programs that are available to
certain inmates and are characterized by intense specialized treatment services. When an inmate
successfully completes an IPP he or she is given the chance to have his or her sentence reduced
to the amount of time already served and are released on post-release supervision for an
appropriate time period (Ohio.gov website).
This “Second Chance to Change” strategy incorporates ten new IPP programs in various
prisons across Ohio. These programs are targeted towards addressing seven major areas of
programming, called “domains,” and were developed under the reentry philosophy that there are
predictive factors that can influence an offender’s behavior, attitudes, morals, and values. More
specifically, there are certain needs that can be considered criminogenic and may lead an
individual to commit criminal acts. The seven domains are as follows: a) employment/education
domain, b) substance abuse domain, c) marital/family relations domain, d) associates and social
interaction domain, e) community functioning domain, f) personal/emotional orientation domain,
and g) attitude domain (Ohio.gov website). Each IPP program incorporates one or more domains
in its application and outlines what the program primarily targets in the offender’s life as well as
what factors must be considered to make the program, ultimately, effective. Currently, there is
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one program for offenders convicted of drunk driving; two programs focusing on community
service work, one for male offenders and the second for females; one program that incorporates
academic and vocational education for male offenders and two for female offenders; and four
drug and alcohol abuse treatment programs, three for male offenders and one for female
offenders.
The IPP DUI program is focused on not only alcohol abuse treatment but other drug
abuses as well. The offender is required to participate in a minimum of 32 hours per week of
program activity for the length of 90 days. The primary goal of the program is to teach offenders
the skills needed to live a life that does not include alcohol, drugs, or crime. It educates the
offender on how to change their ways of both thinking and behaving. In addition, it helps
inmates understand how to make positive decisions, designing and writing a marketable resume,
and learning ways to promote themselves in the job field when looking for employment after
release. Unfortunately, the program accommodates only 24 beds. This means that at any given
point, only 24 individuals are allowed to participate in this IPP DUI program.
The two programs focusing on community service work offer inmates an alternative to
standard prison confinement. The offenders, both male and female, are required to participate in
a minimum of 30 hours of program activity per week for 90 days. The foundations of the
community service programs are based on the philosophy of restorative justice: “to restore the
well-being of victims, offenders, and communities damaged by crime, and to prevent further
offending” (Liebmann 2007:25). The secondary focus is to educate the offender in areas such as
effective parenting, computer literacy, resume writing, substance abuse recovery, GED
completion, and marketing themselves for employment. Offenders are also given the opportunity
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to obtain specialized certification in areas such as lawn care services, food service safety,
modular furniture installation, or factory work.
There are three programs available that aim to address the educational needs of both male
and female offenders. The vocational and academic programs are targeted towards reducing
recidivism by supplying inmates with the educational skills needed to obtain and maintain
employment as well as reducing the financial burden put on the citizens of Ohio as a result of
long-term incarceration. This is also a 90 day intensive program that requires the inmate to
participate in a minimum of 36 hours of program activity per week. This program is available for
90 male inmates and 20 female inmates at each location. The curriculum will concentrate on five
components: a) concentrated academic training, which will provide basic literacy education for
varied reading levels; b) intensive vocational skills enhancement, which provides technology
training in administrative office fields, copper and fiber optics, and A+ certifications for more
advanced levels of learning; c) character education, addressing cognitive skill development and
appropriate decision-making processes; d) reentry skills acquisition, looking at career
exploration, job readiness, parenting and family values, victim awareness, and life coping skills;
and e) community service, participating in service projects and learning workshops.
Last, the four alcohol and other drug treatment (AOD) programs are at the highest level
of demand in the Ohio prison system. Substance use and abuse has always been prevalent in both
male and female inmate populations across the United States. In fact, “the percentage of released
offenders who had been convicted of drug offenses increased significantly during the past 20
years” (Travis and Petersilia 2001:299). It is no different in the State of Ohio. The goal is to
provide a continuum of treatment, over a period of 90 days, for inmates with a substance use and
abuse problem. Program capacity can range anywhere from 24 to 48 participants, at any given
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time, depending on the facilities’ accommodations. The programs’ core focus will consist of
components such as AOD education, developing an individual treatment plan, group and
individual counseling, support meetings, rational thinking skills, relapse prevention techniques,
and positive relationship skills. By addressing these components, the IPP AOD program hopes
the inmates achieve secondary skills like stress and anger management, positive life and
communication skills, victim awareness, positive parenting skills, and transitioning successfully
in the community upon release. Inmates are required to attend the service-learning workshop
where they will receive their treatment, and they must complete four hours of community service
per week.
A Look at Prisoner Reentry in Indiana
The State of Indiana, much like Texas and Ohio, also provides support for their returning
citizens. Their approach to programming is quite similar; however, the Indiana correctional
system provides a Pre-Release Re-Entry Program Offender Handbook to every offender
returning to a community in Indiana. This handbook is designed around Indiana’s Pre-Release
Re-Entry Program and provides a detailed description of what is to be expected upon their
release from prison. It contains a checklist of information the offender must complete prior to his
or her release date. If the offender completes their checklist, the offender’s reentry coordinator
signs for approval and the offender is then eligible for release. Each offender is assigned a
coordinator who becomes his or her point of contact throughout his or her participation in the
Pre-Release Re-Entry Program. The coordinator also assists in designing each inmate’s
customized itinerary, which dictates where the offender will go and what programs the inmate
will be required to attend. The checklist includes programs on economic issues, stress issues,
establishing social identification, health issues, substance abuse issues, and family issues, all of
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which are a requirement for completion prior to the offender being eligible for release. The
checklist items do not have to be completed in any particular order; however, each item that is
designated by the coordinator is required for completion prior to release.
Indiana’s programs for economic issues include providing advice on housing, doing a
preliminary job search, and then completing a course on learning interviewing techniques and
skills. When offenders leave prison, depending on their personal situation, it is common for them
to live in a shelter or hotel for housing instead of with family or friends (Hammett et al. 2001).
The handbook requires them to reflect on the benefits and consequences of leaving prison and
going to shelter or hotel versus living with family or friends. There is information on attitudes
towards trying to obtain employment, sample job application forms, what one might expect when
applying for a job, descriptions of resumes and resume writing tips, where one should begin
looking for a job, how to keep the job one obtains, and problem-solving techniques when one
gets frustrated on the job with either co-workers or superiors. The offender is then required to
complete a mock interview to better prepare them for future job interviews. This also allows
them to gain feedback on things they might do very well and items that may need improvement.
Learning how to manage their finances by providing sample monthly budget tables and
establishing planning goals for their financial future is also given in the economic programs. In
addition, education on maintaining positive credit scores, properly reading bank statements, and
reconciling accounts is helpful information for offenders but is frequently overlooked in reentry
programming. Finally, offenders are also schooled on current sexual harassment laws and the
acceptance and management of cultural diversity, all in the context of the workplace.
Stress programs include education on techniques to manage anger and stress, as well as
learning self-esteem maintenance and motivational methods. The handbook provides interactive,
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reflective exercises for the offender, including short questionnaires, short answer reflection
questions, exercises to help understand the offender’s own personal approach to conflict, and
advice on how to approach anger, stress, and self-esteem issues. It also provides an anger log,
where the inmate can track his or her thoughts, actions, and feelings to help reflect on how the
situation was handled, what could have been done differently, and implications for future
change; a Self-Esteem Self-Evaluation Survey from the National Association for Self-Esteem
(NASE) to help the offender understand how they view themselves and ways to raise their selfesteem levels; and information on how to effectively communicate and ways to develop healthy
relationships with people outside prison.
For inmates to establish their social identification they are given documentation that
explains Indiana state laws pertaining to the requirements for obtaining a driver’s license, social
security card, voter registration card, military records, and birth certificate. The handbook also
explains where the offender must go to obtain all of these necessary identification items and
provides copies of the applications so that the offender can be prepared to not only acquire the
identification(s) but expedite the process as well. Indiana’s website does not state whether this
Pre-Release Re-Entry Program will provide supplemental payments for the fees associated with
the identification applications.
During the health education program, inmates receive information on general health care
maintenance, STDs and HIV/AIDS statistics and facts, and healthy nutritional strategies. The
handbook speaks to making responsible sexual decisions; learning safer sex-communication
foreplay; becoming educated on the symptoms, diagnose, and cures to all sexually transmitted
diseases; becoming educated on the effectiveness, descriptions, and methods of birth control; and
learning factual information about the HIV/AIDS virus. The offenders are also given information
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and provided with classes to teach them ways to stay fit and healthy, including healthy eating
and drinking choices, exercise regimes, and nutritional facts.
Indiana provides substance use and abuse education programs as well to help those
inmates convicted or admitted with substance use and abuse issues. According to Indiana’s
government website, approximately eighty percent of the prison population has a substance
abuse problem. The handbook provides some self-help exercises, circumstance exercises (that
require the offender to respond to various situations involving drugs), and educational exercises
that teach the inmate to know their triggers and ways to cope with them, which the offender can
complete to aid in reflecting on their own habits and choices. The most important is to develop a
plan for dealing with relapses and use available support systems to help get the offender back on
track in the direction towards recovery. Indiana has developed therapeutic community units
called C.L.I.F.F. (Clean Living Is Freedom Forever) to help offenders deal with their substance
use and abuse issues. While participating in this substance use and abuse program, the offenders
get the treatment they need, have the opportunity to take responsibility for their actions in a
positive environment, and reflect on ways they could improve their lifestyles so that they do not
revolve around alcohol, drugs, and other controlled substances.
Depending on the design of the treatment plan and on the services needed by the
offender, Indiana also provides a program for sex-offender treatment. The Sex Offender
Management and Monitoring Program (SOMM) is a containment model approach to sex
offender treatment and involves providing the offender with a sex-offender treatment specialist
to help guide the inmate through the program, specialized treatment plans designed around the
inmates offense, taking regularly scheduled polygraphs, and specialized parole supervision to
help maintain a successful reentry. This continued management and monitoring is meant to keep
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the offenders on track with their treatment plan in hopes of completing the program and
reintegrating back into the community safely, securely and successfully.
The final program that is made available to Indiana offenders revolves around family
issues and is conducted usually through Faith and Character-Based Units. This includes
involving the family in the reintegration process, learning about parental rights, approaching and
dealing with one’s family upon release, developing positive social and personal relationships
with members of ones family and friends, and providing self-help information and resource
surrounding domestic violence and domestic abuse. A strong family and friend support network
is a very important tool that offenders need upon returning to the community. However, in many
cases, this is the one area of support that the offender lacks. It difficult for both the offenders and
their family when dealing with issues surrounding incarceration and reentry. Indiana provides a
variety of programs to help the offenders understand what their family and friends are going
through and how best to manage the tough situation when one comes home. The handbook
provides tips to the offender on managing conflict with family members upon release, contact
information for help centers that deal with situations involving domestic violence and domestic
abuse, tips on using community and local resources to help succeed, and contact information for
all mental health centers throughout Indiana that can help the offender in situations that become
to stressful to deal with.
Need for Upon-Release and Post-Release Assistance
Unfortunately, pre-release assistance is not all that is needed in a prisoner reentry
program (Lynch and Sabol 2001). Research also shows that providing services upon-release and
post-release, such as housing assistance, continued treatment services, health care services,
education services, and job skill services to recently released prisoners is also needed to help the
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individual stay out of prison and remain successful in the community (Austin 2001; Petersilia
2001; Travis and Petersilia 2001; Seiter and Kadela 2003; Mellow and Greifinger 2008; Marbley
and Ferguson 2005; Zhang et al. 2006; and Travis 2005). Many statewide programs do address
the majority of these issues in their programming while the inmate is still incarcerated; however,
assistance is halted many times upon the release of the offender. Very little continued support is
provided to the offender that provides services free of charge to aid the ex-offender in getting
subsequent housing, help in obtaining employment, free health and mental care services for lowincome individuals, and assistance in acquiring the proper identification needed to get all the
services listed previously.
Purposes and Methods of Study
Despite many states integrating offender reentry assistance programs into their
correctional operations, the reentry process for returning offenders is still challenging and
difficult. Many states still have limited funding available to monetarily support these reentry
programs and there is still very little community, local, and governmental support for these
programs. This translates into a reduced number of services made accessible and a reduced
number of offenders who are actually eligible to receive such services. In addition, many of these
services are deficient in that they do not target all the necessary components a reentry program
should target. They also do not provide the continued support one needs to help prepare for
successfully reentering the community and maintaining their residency outside of prison. All of
these limitations have created incomplete and problematic responses to reentry that do not
address all issues needed to develop a comprehensive theory that could then be utilized to create
a more intelligent approach.
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When responding to the challenges of prisoner reentry by implementing various prisonbased and non-prison-based programs, it is clear there is little political support for either. Jeremy
Travis (2005) notes that “in crafting public policies to improve the chances of successful reentry,
we must confront this stubborn fact: under current condition, most prisoners will fail to lead lawabiding lives when they return home” (p. 87). The issues surrounding prisoner reentry clearly
create a public safety concern that is difficult to manage. However, each state should be willing
to assist its returning citizens before, during, and after their release. Allowing free access to
publicly available resources that can assist in many of the basic necessities of survival (i.e., the
process by which one goes about getting proof of identification, where low-income housing or
local shelters are located, where one can get food stamps, location(s) of employment referral
agencies or assistance with getting health care) is just one way individuals getting out of prison
can get the information they need to achieve successful reentry.
This philosophy draws from that of conflict theory, originally postulated by Karl Marx.
However, for the purposes of this paper, theoretical implications are drawn from the works of
European sociologist Georg Simmel (1950), who suggested that conflict is an essential
component of societal function. Conflict theory revolves around the idea that “the most powerful
groups control the law, so that their values are adopted as the legal standards for behavior”
(Akers and Sellers 2004:191). Therefore, those who are part of the less powerful group end up
suffering many governmental and political defeats but still continue to function within the
internal norms of the group. This usually consists of breaking the laws or defying the direction of
those in power. Conflict theory views society in a constant battle between those in power and
those without power. Those that hold the power are less likely to be punished or effected by the
law whereas “the economically and socially disadvantaged groups of lower class, minorities,
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youth, women, and others will be similarly disadvantaged and differentially processed through
the criminal justice system” (p. 196).
Power also designates on who can access the necessary resources and tools to survive.
Many of the individuals coming out of prison today come from the less powerful group of people
in society. In turn, these individuals have a difficult time adjusting to their newfound freedom
because very little attention is given to their many needs. The mere lack of information and lack
of direction causes great distress and confusion among returning offenders. Little to no support
from family, friends, or the community makes this feat even more unreachable. By simply
providing basic information on locations of businesses and services that will be beneficial for
helping inmates reintegrate into society, it may be possible to alleviate some suffering caused by
the process of being released and trying to stay out of prison. Many programs to aid in reentry
are attempting to do just that: provide information and training on the tools needed to succeed in
the community.
This paper tries to improve on previous research by proposing enhanced, integrated
remedies for prisoner reentry that are aimed at not only helping offenders successfully
reintegrate into society but at addressing what is currently happening in Michigan’s prisoner
reentry program, MPRI, and how effective this program is at meeting its mission statement,
values, and goals set forth in the program. Using participant observation, a clear understanding
of how the many services and stages of how the MPRI program actually functions will shed light
on the political agenda(s) and inner workings of the program. The MPRI holds a variety of
meetings, public advocacy events, and benefits to help gain support and funding, and brings
together many local businesses, community members, and law enforcement officials to help run
the MPRI program. Being an active participant and observer in these meetings, events, and
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gatherings will allow for a first-hand approach to the program as well as a more complete
comprehension of the MPRI program as a whole. Information will also be acquired through
group discussions, among various stakeholders, held at these meetings, events, and gatherings.
During my personal involvement in the MPRI program, I held the role of being a Meet
and Greet Coordinator for approximately one year. As a coordinator, it was my job to host the
informational meetings, every Friday, for those participants in their first few days of being
released. At these meetings, I was also in charge of making contact with and scheduling all
presentations that were supposed to take place at the Meet and Greet meeting. If presentations
were canceled or rescheduled, it was my job to find replacements or improvise when necessary. I
also kept in contact with the participants’ parole agents in the event one or more participants did
not show at the meetings. I also had access to a handful of other portions of the program in which
I was able to not only assist the program’s participants in maintaining their success outside of
prison but assist program leaders in developing and improving upon certain aspects of the
program surrounding areas of the Meet and Greet meeting.
Additionally, an examination of official documentation pertaining to Michigan’s
correctional institutions and the MPRI program will be used to further support the findings and
conclusions of this paper. There is much to be learned from research that has already been
published on Michigan’s correctional systems and operations in the realm of prisoner reentry.
This includes both electronically accessed materials (i.e., accessed via the internet or public
computer databases) and printed originals made available for the public. Finally, brief interviews
with various stakeholders in the MPRI program will add to the understanding of how MPRI
functions internally and how it is perceived through the eyes of the individuals in charge of
implementing the program. To gain an insight into the external perceptions of the program from
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the views of the program participants, involved or interested community members, and local
businesses, informal discussions will be conducted among these stakeholders. All interviews and
discussions will be held at any public meetings, events, and/or gatherings the MPRI program
hosts.
By combining these methods, a clear comprehensive understanding of the role(s) MPRI
plays in aiding Michigan’s returning citizens can be shown. Each method brings to the table a
new perspective, one that can lead to an analysis the effectiveness of the MPRI program.
Effectiveness will be achieved through how well MPRI adheres to its mission statement, vision,
and actual program implementation. Where the program is doing well, where it is lacking in
services, and future implications for Michigan’s prisoner reentry outlook will be accomplished.
The paper aims to not only fill the gaps in the literature surrounding prisoner reentry
programming but to also provide further knowledge into the life of a returning offender, the
difficulties one faces returning home to a Michigan community, how MPRI can help or hinder
this reintegration, and how Michigan approaches this overall topic of prisoner reentry.
Each subsequent chapter will analyze a different portion of the MPRI program. Since the
program is clearly split into three distinct parts, it only makes sense to divide the chapters in that
fashion as well. First, an insight into how the MPRI program assists participants prior to their
target release date will be accomplished in the second chapter on the pre-release stage of the
MPRI program. This chapter focuses on the components of how the program aims to prepare
participants for their release from prison and services that are made available to each participant
that will help in this transition. Second, a look into what services are provided to participants
from the day they are released to approximately 30 days after their release. Since this is usually
considered the toughest time an ex-offender will face upon their reentry back into society, the
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program puts much emphasis on this stage, and the services are abundant. The final stage of the
program is aimed to look at how the MPRI program follows up with services for participants 30
days after they are released until approximately six months after their release. This stage is meant
to provide a continuous range of support services for the participants to help them stay successful
in the community. However, it implemented only to a minimal extent. The reasoning behind this
is analyzed in this chapter as well. The final chapter of this paper brings together all stages of the
program as a whole and provides a comprehensive analysis as to what the program is doing well,
what needs improvement, and how the MPRI program can utilize or adapt portions of other
statewide initiatives across the United States to assist with the weakest areas of the program.
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CHAPTER 2: MPRI PRE-RELEASE ASSISTANCE
In 2005, the Michigan Prisoner Reentry Initiative (MPRI) was originally implemented in
only eight pilot jurisdictions, covering 16 counties in Michigan. Many of these counties were
chosen because they had already begun incorporating community and reentry assistance into
their correctional process, using their own resources. “These first sites include 7 of the 14 urban
counties that account for 75% of all prison releases each year” (MPRI Statewide Implementation
Plan). Since this statewide initiative was a relatively new direction of thought, the program was
activated in only a handful of communities to test the readiness and successfulness of the
program prior to allowing the program to be implemented into every county in Michigan. By the
end of fiscal year 2006, the second wave of pilot MPRI sites were developed covering an
additional seven counties. Finally, the concluding wave of pilot sites were incorporated in the
fiscal year 2007 and covered the remaining rural counties in Michigan, to begin the full statewide
implementation plan for the MPRI program.
Currently, there are 18 MPRI sites, covering approximately 68 counties in Michigan that
are actively being implemented in the Michigan correctional process. Each site is led by local
community coordinators who work within their respective communities organizing and
educating a variety of teams and committees that collectively comprise the MPRI program in that
site. By having community coordinators supervise each location, the MPRI sites are tailored to
meet the needs of their particular community and its residents (MPRI website). This makes each
site uniquely designed for the individuals exiting prison and returning to that particular location,
which is very important because counties vary in size, population, and demographic. This
becomes especially crucial when dealing with more urban counties versus more rural counties
because the numbers of returning offenders to urban counties is much greater that of the rural
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counties. However, the goal is to make sure that every county in Michigan has an MPRI site
location that can assist returning offenders in reintegrating into their respective communities.
The MPRI’s involvement in the correctional process and in an offender’s life begins
when the offender is first sentenced to prison, continues until their target release date, and
extends until the offender has been released from prison on parole. This process and the services
provided by MPRI are modified to address the issues that each individual offender may face
when he or she enter and exit prison. As seen with the Ohio, Indiana, and Texas reentry
programs, the length of time the services are made available is also dependent upon the
offender’s needs and the amount of funds that are accessible at that time. Since the MPRI
program has been active for only about three years, minimal monetary support has been made
available for the program to utilize. Consequently, the first and last stages of the program have
yet to reach their full capacity for involvement in the MPRI. Once the MPRI program shows
continued successfulness in assisting offenders being released, reducing recidivism rates of those
offenders, and increased public safety, these stages will hopefully be activated to their maximum
potential.
At its current state, in the Washtenaw County site, the MPRI process begins actively
providing services to inmates approximately one month prior to their release and extends their
services, depending on the needs of the offenders, until 90 days after they are released. Some
inmates need substance abuse counseling, anger management, or sex-offender treatment. If the
court mandates them to participate, or they voluntarily become involved in these counseling
programs, the inmate will access these programs while still incarcerated. This is similarly
implemented in other states as well, like Ohio, Indiana, and Texas. Once the inmates have
completed their programming requirements, served their minimum sentencing obligation, and are
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deemed ready for release, the inmates are required to appear in front of the Parole Board for a
final decision. The function of the Board is to decide whether an inmate is ready, or has earned
the right, to be released before he or she has reached their maximum sentence.
A Michigan Department of Correction (MDOC) Parole Board consists of a ten-member
team that is divided into three-member panels. Each inmate who is up for an appointment with
the Parole Board must appear before this panel, and the decision is made on whether the inmate
is ready, or suitable, for release. This decision is based on the inmates’ “current offense, prior
criminal record, institutional behavior and programming, the parole guidelines score, information
obtained from the prisoner interview and information from victims and other relevant sources”
(Michigan.gov website). The Parole Board also decides the terms and conditions of the inmates’
release, which includes whether the inmate becomes a participant in the MPRI program. Since
there is often a period of time, sometimes up to several months, between the approval of the
prisoner’s parole and his or her actual release date, the inmate’s behavior is closely monitored,
and in the event that any problems arise, parole can be suspended based on his or her behavior.
If the inmates are approved for release and their behaviors are positive, they are
scheduled for transfer to the nearest facility to where their “home” communities are located.
Because inmates are housed in a variety of locations throughout Michigan, the MDOC has
attempted to alleviate some additional stress by transferring the prisoner back to their “home”
communities. This is decided by the inmate prior to their target release date and is usually the
community they are either most familiar with or a location where their family and/or friends are
located. Once the inmates have made the successful transfer, they begin the transition from
prison to society. If they are designated to be an MPRI participant, the inmates are met by the
MPRI Transition Team (TT), typically one month prior to their release date.
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The Transition Team consists of members from different partner organizations associated
with the MPRI, such as POWER Inc., Work Skills Corporation, Department of Labor and
Economic Growth (DLEG), Department of Human Services (DHS), the Washtenaw County
parole office, and sometimes the Community Coordinator for Washtenaw County will also
attend. Members of these organizations go into the prison to assist the inmate in a variety of tasks
that are crucial for their reentry. These tasks include: filling out the proper paperwork to obtain
their birth certificate, finding and organizing housing for the inmate, filling out the application to
obtain health care assistance with the Washtenaw Health Plan, speaking with a Workforce
Developer to gain an understanding of past employment history and current employment needs,
making a connection with someone from their parole office to provide a contact point, speaking
to an MPRI member about getting involved in a mentorship program, making sure all their health
check-ups and vaccinations are up to date, and providing an informational overview of what the
inmate should expect over the course of the next month prior to their release and upon their
release.
This process, as seamless as it sounds, does present many limitations. The foremost is
that the MPRI program has yet to be implemented, in this pre-release stage, to its fullest
capacity. As stated previously, because the program is a new statewide initiative, the monetary
support is just not there to fund every aspect of the program. As a result, the MPRI services
begin about one month prior to an inmate’s target release date instead of from the day the
inmates are incarcerated. Many of the services that the MPRI would like to head, such as
educational programs, specified treatment programs, and other counseling services, are provided
by MDOC, not the MPRI. Granted, these two entities are very interrelated and do support one
another; however, the MPRI is not at the forefront for providing these specific services to the
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inmates. This presents a significant problem for the MPRI because it cannot extend its full
support to the offenders who are being released from prison. Had the program operated at full
capacity with full funding support, many offenders would have access to additional resources
that could further assist in successfully reintegrating them into their “home” communities. Some
of the assistance that the MPRI would ideally like to provide is grouped into two major decision
points: (1) assessment and classification and (2) prisoner programming. By assessing and
classifying the inmates’ risks, needs, and strengths, the correctional system can provide a
detailed and structured plan for the inmates’ incarceration period. This includes continued
support and specific programs the inmates may qualify for (i.e., assignments to reduce risk,
address need, and build on strengths) given their current offense(s), prior criminal history, and
behavior before and during their prison term (MPRI website).
A second but equally challenging limitation of the current implementation process is that
the MPRI would ideally like to include every inmate who enters a Michigan prison into the
MPRI program. However, many times this is not the case. The Parole Board is the leading
decision-maker of whether an inmate receives MPRI assistance. Priority is given to inmates who
are either first-time or repeat offenders, inmates who have shown positive behavior(s) during
their incarceration term and inmates who are not “lifers” (inmates with a life sentence term).
Those inmates who are first-time or repeat offenders are especially targeted for the MPRI
program because research shows that providing support services to a first-time offender will
significantly reduce their likelihood of returning to prison (Austin 2001; Petersilia 2001; Seiter
and Kadela 2003; and Travis and Petersilia 2001). Similarly, for those offenders who have
repeatedly returned to prison, ongoing support is particularly needed because many of these
inmates will have an even more difficult time successfully reintegrating back into their “home”
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communities, given the many challenges faced by being repeat offenders (Austin 2001; Duffee
and Duffee 1981; and Mellow and Greifinger 2008). Van Ness and Strong (2006) take note of
these challenges by commenting,
“Too few offenders establish themselves in productive, crime-free lives following their
prison sentence…one of the most difficult challenges an ex-prisoner encounters is finding
employment…other difficulties include the lack of societal acceptance or approval, lack
of positive role models, peer pressure, unrealistic expectations, an excessive or deficient
sense of sin or guilt, fear of failure, distrust of others, hopelessness, and the lure of
addictive behaviors.” (p. 100)
All of these are challenging for both first-time offenders and even more so with repeat offenders.
Jeremy Travis (2005) also notes that “individuals who have failed on parole before are
considerably more likely than others to be returned to prison for a parole violation or a new
crime” (p. 33). Even certain repeat offenders, depending on their criminal offense(s), have a
more difficult time dealing with these challenges more than other repeat offenders. An example
is trying to find some sort of housing for convicted sex-offenders, mainly pedophiles.
For those inmates who do not receive the MPRI assistance, it can promote hostility
between MPRI participants and non-participants, as well as between non-participants and the
MPRI program, or correctional system in general. This becomes even more of a concern since
the guidelines for who gets to be a participant in MPRI are not universally applied. It is up to the
Parole Boards’ discretion as to who receives this support and who does not. By implementing the
assistance in this manner, there is the risk of including offenders in the program who possibly do
not need as much support as they have received and conversely excluding offenders who really
do need the help in reintegrating back to their community. This also poses a problem when
dealing with the Transition Team (TT). For example, if the Parole Board decides the inmate is
ready for release but does not include him or her as an MPRI participant, and upon meeting with
his or her parole officer, the decision is made that he or she really could use the assistance of
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MPRI, that inmate has lost out on all the services provided by the Transition Team. This
translates into a delayed response in receiving their birth certificates and other essential forms of
personal identity, thereby decreasing the likelihood that inmates can successfully get their
driver’s license or state identification, which leads to a prolonged time period when the inmates
are not eligible to gain legitimate employment.
From participant observation, this trickle-down effect has been experienced by a large
number of returning offenders in Washtenaw County. The lack of structure and uniformity in the
decision-making process of the Parole Board further exacerbated these issues. Upon entering the
MPRI program, the offender is told what he or she is to expect of the program pre-release, uponrelease and post-release. However, these expectations often fall short because of the
unpredictable circumstances that may arise from the time the offender meets with the Transition
Team to the time the offender is actually released. The challenges are even greater when the
inmates must rely on the Transition Team to not only deliver their applications to the correct
institutions but also to input all their data and personal information correctly for the applications
to process and become active. If the Transition Team delays in their delivery of the applications,
or the processing of the applications are delayed for any reason, this can also lead to inmates
waiting longer than necessary to receive the support they were promised upon entering the MPRI
program. Sometimes this lack of efficiency can cause many offenders to distrust or negate the
program’s helpfulness. Participants’ distrust of the program can clearly be seen in their attitude
portrayed, in which they approach the meetings that are required of them. Again, as seen with
personal participant observations, it is obvious that some of these participants are unhappy with
what the program has done or accomplished for them. They expect more assistance and more
clarity in situations where little has been given.
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A third limitation to the current pre-release assistance provided by the MPRI program lies
in the involvement of the members of the Transition Team: paid employees, volunteers, and
interns who work for the various partner organizations of MPRI. This may not present an
immediate problem, but by involving interns and volunteers in this process, and by placing heavy
reliance on free labor, there is a possibility that the members may not be as dedicated to helping
the prisoners as the program would like. This lack of financial investment to employ more fulltime, wage-earning employees in a program as large and as necessary as the MPRI could prove a
major fault in the program. Also, including members from affiliated organizations not directly
related to the MPRI program brings about the potential for abuses or misuses and exploitation of
a vulnerable population, such as the incarcerated. However, it is apparent that unless the program
can gain the political, economic, and social support it needs to function at this level, it is likely
the program will have to continue utilizing resources such as these, for merely practical reasons.
Those who implement this type of program are often times forced to rely on their ability
to attract interns, volunteers, and donors to help fund and run the program. If the program cannot
attract grants or people willing to give their time for the cause, it literally cannot function.
Volunteers do not have any real ties to their position with the program, and many of them have
jobs outside of their volunteer obligations. Interns are satisfying a requirement set forth by their
school program in a field that is closely related to their topic(s) of study. Also, as an intern or as
a volunteer, their assignments with the program are usually short-lived, lasting only a couple
months. Those who are able to manage and function with the multiple obligations for long
periods of time are rare and highly desired. The work that is done is very helpful and extremely
worthwhile, but the lack of commitment on many intern or volunteers’ part can diminish the
capacity of the program to operate at its full potential.
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The last two limitations have to do with prisoner preparedness and organization of the
pre-release assistance. If the pre-release assistance provided by the MPRI program cannot
properly prepare the offenders for the challenges they might face upon their release, then the
likelihood of them being successful in the community can be highly unlikely. At its current state,
the pre-release assistance is not as organized and efficient as it could be. The potential for an
MPRI participant to fall through the cracks of the program is a concern that needs to be
addressed. Additionally, the amount of information provided to the inmates about the MPRI
program as a whole is minimal. Many inmates do not fully understand the magnitude that the
MPRI program could have on their chances of successfully reintegrating. And if the inmates are
not put through an organized and seamless process, then they may not have high hopes for the
program to begin with.
When designing and implementing a program as large as the MPRI program, these prerelease limitations must be taken into consideration. Once this pre-release assistance stage of the
MPRI program can operate at its full potential from the original targeted starting point, the point
when the inmate enters the prison, and continue until the inmate is released, the program will
then be able to fully assist returning offenders in successfully reentering into their “home”
communities. However, once this happens there are still issues that need to be addressed to
continually make this program a success. It needs to be organized and efficiently operated so that
no inmate falls short of the services to which he or she is entitled. Every inmate, no matter the
guidelines, should be allowed access to these resources that are provided by the MPRI program.
There should be no exclusions in the Parole Board’s decision. If an inmate is deemed ready for
release, he or she should be entitled access to MPRI’s resources no matter their status, offense,
risk-level, age, or prior criminal history. If this portion of the program can take into consideration
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all its strengths and weaknesses, then a positive and successful future in Michigan’s prisoner
reentry programming can begin.
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CHAPTER 3: MPRI UPON-RELEASE ASSISTANCE
The majority of the MPRI assistance is provided from the day the inmate is released from
prison until approximately 30 days after the participant has been out on parole. This assistance
differs with every statewide program; however, in Michigan, emphasis is placed on the program
providing services to the ex-offenders within the first few months of being released. This can
also be attributed to the role of political funding for the program. The success of the program had
to be established by incorporating only a part of the program due to it being such a new, drastic
change in the Michigan criminal justice process. This was done by fully implementing the largest
portion of assistance upon-release and only minimally implementing the pre-release and postrelease assistance to discover whether the program is making a difference in the lives of the
participants. The MPRI program has been active for three years and has slowly improved and
expanded many aspects of its design but has not yet fully implemented each stage of its program
in pre-release, upon-release, and post-release assistance.
These improvements and expansions can clearly be seen in the upon-release assistance
provided to the MPRI participants. After the participants complete the meeting with the
Transition Team, during the pre-release stage, they are then told what they are to expect from the
program and from society upon their release. This explanation consists of information about the
MPRI program, including what the programs’ goals and values are, what services the program
can provide to recently released inmates, meetings the participant will be required to attend, and,
depending on how long the participant was incarcerated, how things have changed in the state of
Michigan with regard to technology, economic conditions, and/or laws. Many of the reentry
difficulties and hardships an ex-offender will face occurs during the first few months of their
release date, and nearly fifty percent of the ex-offenders released in Washtenaw County alone
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will return to prison within two years (MPRI website). Upon-release assistance is crucial for the
returning offenders because it is a highly stressful and frustrating time for them. Research shows
that the more support given to ex-offenders prior to and just after their release, the more likely
the individual will be successful in reintegrating into society (Austin 2001; Mellow and
Greifinger 2008; Petersilia 2001; Roman and Travis 2004; Seiter and Kadela 2003; Travis 2005;
and Travis and Petersilia 2001).
The MPRI begins this process of upon-release assistance by determining the risk level of
the inmates just before they are released. This is done by using the COMPAS system, an
instrument that estimates risk based on four areas: violence level, the likelihood that they will
commit a new crime, whether they failed to appear at any hearings, and, last, the individual’s
compliance level (i.e., if they have ever had any technical violations while incarcerated). After
their risk level is determined, the MPRI has a team of staff members go to the prison to pick the
participant(s) up in the morning they are scheduled to be released (see Appendix #1 for the 2008
MPRI services flowchart). However, when and where a prisoner is released is still not a
formalized process. Despite the inmate having a scheduled release date, they may not be released
on that date. Many factors can delay the release process, some of which can include a lockdown
at the facility, bad behavior by the participant, issues with the legal and/or court process, and
delayed or rescheduled hearings. Additionally, some participants are transferred back to the
community in which they committed their crime(s) while others are released to communities
where they have family or familiar ties.
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The MPRI “1st Day Out Services”
In the Washtenaw County MPRI site, staff members go to Parnall Correctional Facility,
located in Jackson, to pick up the participants who are being released. Participants receive “1st
Day Out Services,” which, ideally, include a welcome home meal, hygiene supplies, a bus pass,
and identification materials. Currently, the “1st Day Out Services” are organized where only
medium to high risk participants receive transportation from the facility to the restaurant where
they are given their welcome home meal. Restaurant location varies, but it is most often held at a
local Coney Island in the Ypsilanti area. Hygiene supplies and bus passes are given to only those
individuals who need the assistance and are not influenced by a participant’s risk level. This is
done because not all participant’s need these supplies and materials upon their release. The last
service, help in getting up-to-date identification, is not provided at the “1st Day Out Services”
because the assistance is usually given later in the program, and many of the documents (i.e.,
birth certificates) take time to process and arrive.
Documentation, like birth certificates, taking time to process and arrive is only one
limitation that this portion of the upon-release assistance encounters. Secondly, as mentioned
previously, some inmates do not get released when they are scheduled to because of a variety of
unforeseen circumstances. A similar effect can also take place during the “1st Day Out Services.”
Not all participants receive the services provided to them on their day of their release. If an intern
or volunteer helping with providing the “1st Day Out Services” cannot make the meeting, he or
she must rely on someone else to take his or her place. This means that it is possible that a few
released inmates do not receive the services they are eligible for merely because there was no
one available to give it to them. If the individuals being released are expecting to be picked up by
someone from the MPRI program or are told they are to be given certain services their first day
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out and MPRI does not provide these services, it can cause major distrust and lack of faith in the
program’s effectiveness among the participants towards the program. This lack of solidarity
within the program is a large obstacle that MPRI must overcome, as one of the primary goals of
the program is to provide seamless services to the participants of MPRI. Additionally,
overcoming this requires the MPRI program and the Michigan Department of Corrections to
better coordinate their efforts in releasing the participants in a timely fashion so that the MPRI
staff members may pick them up, on schedule. It also requires a willingness on the part of the
MDOC to coordinate efficiently with the MPRI program. If each of these elements is not able to
work in sync with each other, then overcoming this obstacle of a lack of solidarity will be highly
unlikely.
The MPRI “Meet and Greet”
Participants are then required to attend what is known as the “Meet and Greet,” typically
coordinated by two volunteers or interns with the MPRI program. The “Meet and Greet” is held
every Friday at a local business that is a partner of the MPRI, the Catholic Social Services (CSS)
building in Ypsilanti. Each MPRI site may differ in location; however, at the Washtenaw County
MPRI site, the meeting is held at CSS every week and lasts about two hours. With the help of a
local Ann Arbor pizza shop, pizza, breadsticks, and soda are served at the meeting as a gift to the
participants to celebrate their release from prison. The “Meet and Greet” was originally
developed to bring both the participants and local law enforcement officials together to form an
alliance and address any questions or concerns the participants might have as they attempt to
succeed upon their release. It has since grown to incorporate more than five large affiliated
companies and/or partner corporations throughout Washtenaw County to form a large
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informational meeting designed to help the participants with some of the many challenges of
reentry.
Partnerships have been developed between the Ann Arbor Police Department, Ypsilanti
Police Department, and Pittsfield Township Police Department to make up the law enforcement
presentation of the “Meet and Greet.” The MPRI program includes local law enforcement in this
meeting because many of the participants have issues with getting their driver’s licenses or state
identification, questions regarding outstanding warrants on their record(s), questions about
custody issues with their significant others, and other general concerns with their safety or wellbeing. These are issues that can easily be answered by the police and which, had the participants
not come to the meeting, may have continued to go unanswered. The police involved in these
meetings have a great deal of experience when it comes to assisting ex-offenders in gaining their
identification. This is one of the most crucial aspects of the “Meet and Greet” meeting because
participants need identification to do almost everything, including getting a job. The police
officers have many connections with the Secretary of State offices in Washtenaw County and can
assist the participants in understanding what forms of documentation will be acceptable, what
documents will not work, and how the participants should handle themselves when entering the
Secretary of State office.
Another underlying reason why the MPRI program includes local law enforcement is that
many ex-offenders have a bad relationship with or a negative view of the police in general, and
by incorporating the police in the meeting, the MPRI is trying to break down these negative
barriers and stereotypes. Conversely, the police can sometimes have a generalized negative
perception about ex-offenders. By being incorporated into this meeting, the police are able to
both welcome the participants back to society and attempt to assist them in changing their
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behaviors. Just as Georg Simmel (1950) postulated, with his underlying theoretical roots in
conflict theory, this continuous battle between those who enforce the law and those who break
the law is necessary for societal function (Akers and Sellers 2004). However, as a whole, the
MPRI program tries to work with both sides in changing these perceptions towards a more
positive view so that those not in power can have a chance to be successful, and those in power
can provide help to the underprivileged.
This presentation has proven to be quite helpful in answering many legal questions that
the police deal with on a daily basis. Nevertheless, there is always the potential for issues to
arise, for the participants, due to the mere presence of the police. The police must handle the
meeting in a courteous and professional manner so as not to entice or offend the participants.
This can prove to be a difficult feat, especially when an officer is met with extreme hostility. The
main purpose, as stated earlier, is to bring both sides together to break down some emotional
barriers between the two parties. Officers coming to the “Meet and Greet” must be prepared to
handle hostility from participants in a professional manner, if this is the case. They must also be
there with a helpful mentality.
Additionally, the officers who attend the meetings should be in good standing with both
their respective departments and in the eye of the public they serve. This means that an officer
who has a history of using excessive force or lashing out with a bad attitude should not be
attending a meeting where his or her main purpose is to welcome ex-offenders back into the
community. The officers should also have extensive experience working in the criminal justice
system so that any questions that are asked or concerns mentioned can be answered in an
experienced and detailed manner. The officers should be familiar with the general mission,
vision, and function of the MPRI program. This will allow the officers more clarity as to the role
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they play in the program, as well as give them additional assistance when questions arise about
the general operations of the program. Overall, the officers should want to attend the meeting. If
their superior sends them by force, it is unlikely the officers are going to want to be there for the
right reasons and is unlikely that any help will be given to the participants. Unfortunately, not
every officer can do this, and it is important to make note and address any potential character
flaws from the beginning because this meeting is one of the first meetings the participants will
encounter with the MPRI program. All parties must be there for the right reasons and be willing
to help the participants in changing their behaviors, no matter what they have done in the past.
The Washtenaw Health Plan (WHP) is the second presentation in the “Meet and Greet”
meeting (see Appendix #2 for WHP handouts). Many individuals coming out of prison do not
have the means to get any type of health care coverage. The WHP was developed for Washtenaw
County residents who do not have any health care coverage. This is not to be confused with
health insurance; it is simply a benefit plan for uninsured Washtenaw County residents to get
basic health care and anything that is medically necessary when they would have otherwise been
denied. All MPRI participants automatically qualify for the WHP and can use it if they choose to
do so. During the in-reach meeting with the Transition Team, all participants fill out a WHP
application so that when they get out and attend the “Meet and Greet” meeting, they are already
covered and their paperwork is waiting for them at the meeting. For those participants who did
not fill out a WHP application, the “Meet and Greet” serves as a catch-up meeting where the
participant can fill out the application and get it processed next day.
As with any benefit coverage plan, there are guidelines for individuals trying to get on the
WHP. However, the purpose of having a WHP representative attend the meeting is to explain
the benefit plan and its coverage, how to use the plan properly so as not to get medical bills, and
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also who qualifies for the plan. Many individuals coming out of prison do not have custody of
their children (if they have children) and do not have a steady income stream (Travis and Waul
2003). As long as the participant is a Washtenaw County resident, cannot qualify for the Adult
Medical Program (AMP), Medicaid, MIChild, Medicare A or B, and does not have a gross
household income that exceeds $20,508 per year for one person, they are eligible to receive the
plan. An individual can renew the plan each year; however, if an employer offers insurance
through their company, the participant is encouraged to utilize their employer’s insurance, as this
will cover more medically and give the participant better than basic care.
As stated previously, this health coverage is not insurance but more so a benefit plan for
individuals who cannot obtain insurance. This means there are a variety of services that the
Washtenaw Health Plan does not cover, and the participants must find alternative means to
obtain these needed services. The two major services that are not covered under this plan are
dental and vision care. Other services that are not included involve ambulance calls, physical
therapy, substance abuse-related services, chemotherapy treatments, chiropractic care, and
certain prescription medications. For most of these services, if absolutely necessary, assistance
can be given through a variety of charitable organizations for free or low-cost care. However,
this assistance is in high demand so it can be difficult to obtain. Also, the WHP has two plan
types: Plan A and Plan B. Plan A offers more services and better care than Plan B but is not
always available. If enrollment opens up for Plan A, those participants exiting prison at that time
will be eligible to receive Plan A services. However, this plan is regulated by the county so it can
be closed at any time, which means individuals just missing the cut-off date will be denied Plan
A services and be eligible for only Plan B. This can seem unfair and become problematic for
those participants really needing the extra medical assistance.
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A representative from either the Public Health Department or Planned Parenthood gives
the third presentation in the “Meet and Greet.” Each year, statistics are continually changing with
regard to sexually transmitted diseases and pregnancy. Despite many offenders going through an
extensive physical examination upon entry into the prison, there are still widespread health
concerns in prison. Additionally, every offender is typically given a tuberculosis (TB) test and
vaccinated for Hepatitis B upon entrance into the prison, but when an inmate is already infected
there is not much that can be done other than provide follow-up examinations and treatments
after the initial diagnosis. Jeremy Travis (2005) notes that “compared with the overall U.S.
population, prisoners are in extremely poor health. They exhibit markedly higher rates of HIV
and AIDS, tuberculosis, Hepatitis C, and mental illness” (p. 185). If an ex-offender had been
incarcerated for a few years the knowledge he or she might have about these issues could be
outdated. It is important to keep knowledge of STDs, HIV, and AIDS as current as possible.
The presentation given at the “Meet and Greet” on sexual health is intended to shed light
on these health concerns and to provide information on these diseases to help promote safety
among the participants and their partner(s). During this presentation, the participants are shown
how to properly use and dispose of condoms; given information on current STD, HIV, and AIDS
facts and statistics; given a brief overview of how the diseases are passed from one carrier to
another, the symptoms of these diseases, and any available cures (See Appendix #3 for sexual
health handouts). One important factor that is often overlooked is the lack of knowledge about
where to go to get tested and treated. The presentation is also helpful in providing locations of
clinics, usually free or very low cost, where the participant can come to get further information,
get tested, or get the treatment(s) he or she needs. Last, both male and female condoms and
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water-based lubricant packets are passed out to those participants who are interested, to
encourage safe-sex practices.
This is a presentation that can make individuals quite uncomfortable when talking about
personal topics like sex, STDs, or HIV/AIDS. It is key that the presenters are aware of this and
come prepared to field questions and concerns regarding these topics. Also, it is very important
to continually engage the participants in the presentation because if they are uncomfortable they
may not want to listen to the presentation, thereby missing crucial information that may be
helpful to them. Handing out literature is very helpful as well, especially when the participants
do not want to engage in the conversation on sexual health. Finally, because the representatives
are from two separate organizations, their presentations must be consistent in what information is
presented to the participants. This can sometimes become an issue because one representative is
from the Public Health Department, whose main concern is educating the public on HIV/AIDS
and STD facts, while the other representative is from Planned Parenthood, a private organization
whose primary concern is educating the public on birth control methods. This is an essential
aspect of the presentation that must be recognized. Despite the different focuses of the two
sexual health presentations, it is critical that each presenter must bring both aspects together and
blend the information at the “Meet and Greet” for the participants.
A fourth presentation revolves around employment assistance. Van Ness and Strong
(2006) state that “one of the most difficult challenges an ex-prisoner encounters is finding
employment” (p. 100). The MPRI has two main sources of information for this portion of the
“Meet and Greet” meeting. First, the MPRI program’s Workforce Developer attends the meeting
as the participant’s employment advocate. The Workforce Developer’s main duties include
actively searching for employers willing to hire ex-offenders, advocating for the MPRI program
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and its participants, assisting the participants in gaining employment, and working with a
representative from Work Skills in coordinating various training seminars for interested
participants. Also, by being an MPRI participant, he or she is eligible to receive services that can
help in gaining and maintaining employment. These are benefits that can be actively used by the
participants and their prospective employers immediately upon hire. Benefits include on-the-job
training reimbursement, which reimburses employers for hiring an MPRI participant; work
opportunity tax credit of up to $2,400 for each hire that can be given to the employers if they hire
an MPRI participant for at least 400 hours of work; and free 100% federal bonding for
participants as long as their employers are insured up to $25,000 for six months.
The second source for employment consists of a representative from Work Skills who
attends the meeting to help ex-offenders improve their technical and computer skills to prepare
the participants for the job market. This includes helping the participants build professional
resumes, doing online job searches and online applications, improving the computer and typing
skills of the participants, improving interviewing skills and professional image, and assisting the
participants in becoming more familiar with computer programs (i.e., Microsoft Office). Once
the participant completes a set number of workshops at Work Skills, he or she is able to receive a
$25.00 gift certificate to Wal-Mart and is eligible for consideration in the 90 day transitional
employment program through Work Skills, which will be described in further detail later in the
chapter. Combined, these two sources of information are crucial in helping the participants gain
legitimate employment when they feel ready to take on the job market (See Appendix #4 for
employment handouts).
The final presentation is not always regularly scheduled at the “Meet and Greet.”
However, the majority of the time, a presentation is done on mentoring and various activities
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happening in the MPRI program that may benefit or spark an interest in the participants.
Employees and interns with the MPRI program publicly advocate for community members to
become a mentor for a returning offender. The individuals, who decide they would like to
become involved in the mentoring program with the MPRI, go through a series of training and
informational seminars where they can develop the necessary skills to become a positive mentor,
coach, support figure, and role model for MPRI participants. These volunteer mentors must be
caring and experienced community members, over the age of twenty, and willing to commit to
the mentoring program for a one-year period. Those participants who are interested in becoming
part of the program are given information about the mentoring program at the “Meet and Greet”
(see Appendix #5 for mentoring flyers). The participants who decided to join the mentoring
program have reported positive feedback about the helpfulness and supportive nature of having a
mentor through the MPRI program.
Additionally, any announcements about upcoming conferences, events, seminars,
activities, or exhibitions are mentioned at the meeting during this presentation, as well. As an
example, beginning this spring 2008 season, the MPRI program came together to make a first
ever MPRI softball team that consisted of MPRI participants and MPRI employees, interns, and
volunteers. This softball league season went from April 2008 to July 2008. The team name is,
appropriately, “Second Chance,” and the goal is to bring all members of MPRI together to have a
good time and to teach teamwork and professional competitive attitudes, in order to encourage
success among the participants. “Second Chance” competes with five other teams that have
joined from Pittsfield Township in hopes of winning the championship. If there are no
announcements of upcoming events or activities, such as the newly formed softball team, this
presentation is usually not needed.
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The “Meet and Greet” is meant to be a helpful and informative meeting aimed at getting
the questions and concerns of the participants answered and addressed. The meeting is designed
to run smoothly and efficiently; however, there are many times when this does not occur. It is
difficult to get five representatives from different organizations, with different schedules, to
come together to provide a seamless presentation to the participants. Often one or more of these
representatives cannot attend the meeting at their scheduled times and the interns or volunteers
coordinating the meeting must accommodate this change. It is likely that one or more
participants, at any given meeting, miss crucial information from one of the presenters because
the representative from the organization was unavailable to attend the meeting and give the
presentation. This also puts significant pressure on the coordinators of the meeting to come
prepared with information from each presenter because if they are not prepared to give a brief
overview of what the presentation would have covered, it could be very detrimental and limiting
to the participants.
This lack of coordination and preparedness for unexpected occurrences in the “Meet and
Greet” meeting is the number one limitation of this portion of the program. The second limitation
revolves around involving the parole agents in the scheduling process. Coordinators of the “Meet
and Greet” must rely on the parole agents to remind their assigned parolees to attend the “Meet
and Greet” at the specified time. This can become quite problematic given that the parole agents
have a lot of other obligations to take care of. No matter how many reminders the MPRI program
can relay to the all the organizations involved, there is always the chance that there will be some
incidents of disconnect between the program and its affiliates. This disconnect in communication
can cause participants to miss meetings like the “Meet and Greet,” which could have an impact
on how the participants perceive the functionality of the program. They may have an incomplete
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or inaccurate picture of what MPRI can do for them, as well as have a negative overall opinion
of the program as a whole.
Third, communication is essential in making the “Meet and Greet” successful. However,
it is not just communication between the parole agents and their parolees but also communication
among all parties involved in the program. If a presenter has to cancel or reschedule their
presentation time, the room assignment in the building has changed or been altered for the
meeting, the meeting itself has been cancelled or some other outside event has occurred that has
caused a problem in the meeting, this all must be communicated to every person involved in the
program. Most likely, this responsibility falls on the coordinators to make sure everyone shows
up at their scheduled time, all participants are accounted for, a detailed report is given to the
parole agents on how the meeting went, what problems were brought up, and who attended the
meeting, as well as updating any spreadsheets that are shared by the programs’ employees,
interns, and volunteers. This is a large responsibility that must be taken on by the coordinators
who, as mentioned previously, are usually volunteers. This means they are not getting paid for
their duties and are expected to maintain their obligations to the fullest extent, as if they were
paid employees of the MPRI program.
Also, the position as the “Meet and Greet” coordinator is not something that can be done
whenever that person would like. There is a responsibility that the coordinators show up
prepared to facilitate the meeting every Friday. This is a position that takes a dedicated, patient,
detail-oriented individual who is willing to commit to the program for an extended period of time
and does not view this position as just a temporary volunteering position. In addition, working
with a population of ex-offenders is difficult, especially if a person does not have the necessary
background knowledge of the many battles one faces when exiting prison and reintegrating into
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society. As a coordinator, he or she must be comfortable working with people just released from
prison as well as be aware that there are going to be a variety of questions and problems that
these participants may have. They must be prepared to either answer and address these issues or
be able to refer the participants to someone who can assist them. The important detail is that the
MPRI program finds coordinators who are willing to commit fully to the program and be
comfortable with the responsibilities that go along with facilitating the meetings.
Low Risk Assistance
Once the participants successfully attend the “Meet and Greet” they are given access to
resources based on their risk level. For those participants who are low-risk, it is the philosophy of
the program that they do not need as much assistance as someone who is medium- or high-risk.
Low-risk participants deal primarily with interns and/or volunteers at the parole office. The main
resource and service that is provided to them is housing assistance and coordination, which is
based on the need of the participant. A housing coordinator works with all MPRI participants
who need housing assistance to get them placement at the shelter if it is needed or make another
arrangement if the shelter cannot accommodate the participant(s). In some cases there is the
possibility of getting assistance in obtaining a permanent housing placement with either a
halfway house or a local community placement. This is not a service available for all
participants; however, if the service can be accessed and housing is available by these means,
then the housing coordinator will make every attempt to give this service to the participant(s) in
need.
As helpful as the housing assistance is for low-risk MPRI participants, it is still quite
limited. There are many other services that individuals need, whether they are low-risk, mediumrisk, or high-risk. One of these is help with gaining employment. Despite having access to
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assistance from the Workforce Developer, low-risk participants do not have access to transitional
employment provided by the MPRI program. A few other services that are not available to lowrisk participants include access to a mentor (i.e., a community coach), access to family services
that assist with care, access to cognitive change assistance that provides additional support, and
assistance with transitional rent, meaning that the program helps the participant with monetary
support towards their rental payment. All of these are crucial elements for successful
reintegration but are not made available to low-risk participants.
Medium/High Risk Assistance
However, all services that are made available to low-risk participants, in addition to the
variety of services listed above, are available to access by medium-risk and high-risk
participants. Just as low-risk participants can gain access to housing assistance from emergency
shelter placement to community-based housing placement, the same is true for medium-risk and
high-risk participants. Medium-risk and high-risk participants are also eligible to receive
monetary housing assistance from the program. For those who have steady employment and are
making a strong effort to be successful, there are options available to help participants with their
rental payments. This service is given to take away some stress and pressure while the participant
is trying to make it after being released from prison. This is not a service that is given out to just
anyone; one must work for these privileges, and the state budget must be able to accommodate
these extra services. This cannot happen until the program helps the public, who are very
reluctant citizens, in understanding how giving these services to recently released offenders can
ultimately help them by reducing crime rates in their communities, boosting the surrounding
economy, and increasing the public safety of the area.
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In addition to housing assistance, medium- and high-risk participants are eligible to
receive added employment services outside of what is generally provided by the program.
During the “Meet and Greet,” participants meet with the programs’ Workforce Developer and
representative from Work Skills. All MPRI participants are able to access resources to present to
employers such as the work opportunity tax credits and free bonding, presented previously.
Participants are also eligible to receive additional assistance in obtaining work clothes to help
improve their appearance when attending an interview with a potential employer. By being a
medium-risk or high-risk participant, he or she is entitled to take part in an accelerated training
program. This program is aimed at allowing the participants to gain professional work
experience utilizing the Work Skills Corporation’s intensive 90 day training program in
production maintenance and management.
Work Skills has been given a contract with General Motors to provide temporary
transitional employment for medium-risk and high-risk participants. During this 90 day training
program, participants are able to develop hands-on skills in assembly production. This includes
doing work in assembly components; visually inspecting and sorting materials; functional gauge
and microscopic inspections; cleaning, repairing, and managing of reusable materials; material
modifications; loading and unloading of industrial goods; and packaging, repackaging, and
loading of various materials. Participants are also able to gain and develop additional
employment skills in cooperative techniques, punctuality, and positive social skills with
superiors and co-workers and are able to progress towards a more professional attitude.
This 90 day assignment is both temporary and part-time, so the MPRI program and Work
Skills expects the participants to be actively looking for permanent employment during their time
off from production work. Each participant is expected to take on this responsibility outside of
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his or her time working on the production line. The Workforce Developer and a representative
from Work Skills will attempt to work with the participants to assist them in gaining permanent
employment, if the participants actively seek out this service. By continually taking the training
seminars offered at Work Skills, continuously working on building a more professional resume
and keeping in contact with his or her parole officer, the MPRI program and its affiliates hope
this support will eventually lead to permanent employment for every participant in the program.
Also, since the Workforce Developer’s main position in the MPRI program is to actively seek
out and recruit potential employers who are willing to hire MPRI participants, any job leads that
are gained are referred to the Work Skills organization where they can be accessed publicly by
medium-risk and high-risk participants. This helps to reduce some stress the participants may
experience when having to seek out job leads themselves.
As helpful as this transitional employment can be for many of the participants, the
program must be prepared to yield any political and economic backlash that could come from the
public in utilizing this method of assistance. This help could pose a huge threat to the automotive
industry union workers as they may see the program as taking over their jobs by employing exoffenders at a lower hourly rate. Where many individuals are either losing their jobs or being laid
off due to outsourcing or downsizing, the participants coming out of prison are given similar jobs
at a lower pay rate and less hours, but nonetheless, they are still employed. It is important that
the program divulge its intentions and also be careful as to how involved this transitional
employment program actually becomes. They must reassure the public that their participants are
not there to replace the union workers at a lower wage and the program is not in place to
ultimately take over the automotive industry with their participants. It is a mutual cooperation
with the State and the MPRI program to temporarily assist eligible participants in getting back on
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their feet and providing some work history for their resumes when they go out looking for a job
on their own.
However, this can prove to be a very difficult task for medium- to high-risk participants.
Gaining employment is influenced by a variety of factors, and the MPRI program attempts to
alleviate some of these obstacles. The economic stability and progress of the area and/or state
can highly dictate the success of the job market. If the economy is in a negative state, it is going
to make gaining legitimate employment even harder, especially for someone with little current
work experience, minimal education, and a felony on their record (Parker and Horowitz 1986;
Uggen 1999; Austin 2001; Finn and Willoughby 1996). Those jobs that do become available also
become highly competitive, so preparing participants for this is crucial. It is also helpful when
ex-offenders in the program are able to participate in mock interview settings and to gain access
to further education on interviewing techniques. This too is up to the participants to take the
initiative and seek out this extra help. Those participants who utilize all the services provided by
the MPRI program have a greater chance of being successful not only when taking on the job
market, but also increasing his or her chances of staying out of prison.
Another potential limitation, which is highly influenced by the economic stability of the
area and/or state, deals with the availability of the transitional employment. Since the contract
held by Work Skills is linked with the automotive industry, the availability of positions can be
compromised if the industry is having cutbacks, layoffs, or strikes. This has been a large issue
recently because many jobs are being outsourced to other countries for affordability purposes.
Outsourcing can strain union employees, which can lead to employees striking for better pay,
higher job stability, and better benefits. Company strikes have the potential of lasting long
periods of time because of how many demands are made by the union officials and employees. If
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production is down in the automotive industry for any of these reasons, transitional employment
in the program can also decrease. Participants may need the temporary employment; however,
they are unable to access it because positions are either not active or not available at that
particular time. This puts additional strain on the participants and the program because the
participants are unable to access the services they are entitled to access, and the program’s
credibility is jeopardized because they are unable to provide said services.
One solution to this limitation could simply mean branching out the Work Skills
organization and obtaining additional contracts with large, local corporations that could offer
added transitional employment positions for MPRI participants. There are a variety of large
corporations located throughout the Michigan area, and if each site could develop contracts with
some of these larger companies, it would be possible to provide a reduction in labor costs and
employee benefits, which could lead to many of these companies not having to outsource their
labor and materials. This is not to say it would not be an easy feat to accomplish; however, these
are things that should be taken into consideration for the future of the MPRI program. Secondly,
if there are limited numbers of positions available, Work Skills should be able to provide
additional services to those participants who need the help but could not get into the program
under the transitional employment contract. This could include providing them with volunteering
positions to add additional skills to their resumes or possibly referring them to another MPRI site
location for additional jobs and added benefits.
Medium-risk and high-risk participants are also given services to assist with family
concerns and cognitive change courses for one’s own personal behavior. Family services include
assisting individuals being released from prison in reconnecting with their families and children.
This service has limited availability and is given out based on need because the MPRI program
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recognizes that family reconnection plays a large role in the success of the participant. Services
provided include family counseling, child reconnection services, shared custody assistance, and
parenting courses. These services are only made available, currently, to the higher-risk
participants since many of these ex-offenders have spent extended lengths of time in prison
compared to many of the lower-risk participants.
It is important to understand that when one member of a family is incarcerated, it is not
just that individual who suffers the consequences. If the offender is married at the time of
incarceration, the removal of one member of the relationship for a long period of time can cause
serious strain on both the incarcerated individual and his or her significant other. In many cases
there are children involved in this relationship. Having a parent incarcerated produces a great
deal of stress and anxiety for the children involved as well. Many of the children with an
incarcerated parent experience “behavioral problems at home and in school, difficulty sleeping,
mistrust, and fear of abandonment” (Christian 2005: 33). Travis and Waul (2003) go on to say
that the “adolescent children of parents with the most involvement in the criminal justice system
are three to six times more likely to exhibit violent or serious delinquency than peers with
parents who have little or no criminal justice system interaction” (p. 238). These barriers, for
both the offender and his or her family, are likely to continue to be problematic throughout the
incarceration period and overcoming them, even after the offender is released, can be extremely
difficult.
The purpose of the family services provided by the MPRI program is to not only
recognize the other parties involved when incarceration of a family member happens but to help
reintegrate the participants into both society and his or her family. Also, this assistance is
directed at helping the family accommodate the return of the participant because this can prove
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to be an unexpected barrier. There is a large amount of adjustment and compensation for both the
incarcerated individuals and their families when they go into prison and also when they return
home. It is not uncommon to see many relationships fail when a person goes to prison and also
when he or she returns back to the family (Travis and Waul 2003). The family services are in
place to aid in the many struggles a family may face when one member is returning home. Many
participants need these services, but because there is a very limited availability, many families
are not able to get the help they really need. This is unfortunate since it is possible that some
families may fail to accommodate the returning family member, which may lead to the
participant recidivating and returning to prison.
The second service, cognitive change assistance, is provided to help participants deal
with the stress and strain of facing the challenges of reintegration. Again, these services are
available but are limited to serve just under 200 participants at any given time and are only
available for medium-risk and high-risk participants. Cognitive change services include twelveweek group sessions where the participants have a chance to change their ways of thinking,
thereby changing and improving their skills, actions, and behaviors in hopes of staying
successful in society. During these twelve-week group sessions, participants are able to learn
ways to manage their anger; to avoid or turn down pressure from peers, which may lead them to
revert back to prior illegal activities; manage their finances in a positive way; learn positive and
proper social behaviors; improve relationship skills with family, friends, and significant others;
and to cope with stress and anxiety. All of these are critical in order for the participants to be
continually successful in maintaining their freedom from prison.
These services are intended to teach participants alternative ways to cope with the
challenges of reentry and life in general. It is the programs’ hope that all participants take the
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necessary information they need from these services and apply it to their own lives.
Unfortunately, not all participants are ready and willing to take part in these family or cognitive
change services. If they are unwilling to make the attempt to change their behavior and their
lifestyle, then it is possible that they never will make the changes needed to be successful upon
release from prison. If this is the case, there is not much the program can do to control the
actions of the participant. Each participant must have some sort of desire to want to change and
improve his or her life. Without that desire, it can be very difficult for assistance programs to
help when the help is not wanted.
This portion of the program relies heavily on individual responsibility, and sometimes the
only way they can get participants to take part in these services is by force. Participating by force
is not always the best course of action because it can leave the participant feeling bitter or
disdainful towards the program as a whole. However, there are parts of the program where the
participants are forced to become involved or they are subject to disciplinary actions. One
example is participants are required to attend the “Meet and Greet” meeting held the first Friday
after they are released. If participants are expected to attend but do not, and they do not have a
valid excuse as to their reasoning behind not attending, they are subject to a temporary parole
violation where they could spend up to 30 days in county jail. Even though this statute had been
in place since the program’s beginning, many participants felt very negatively towards it.
Recently, the MPRI program has lifted this regulation and instead just highly encourages
participants to attend the “Meet and Greet” meeting. It can be assumed that if attendance
significantly declines because of the removal of this regulation, the temporary parole violation
punishment will be reinstated to require participants to attend the meeting.
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During the “Meet and Greet” meeting, a presentation is usually given on the mentoring
program the MRPI makes available for medium-risk and high-risk participants. If participants
would like to get involved in the mentoring program it is expected to last for duration of
approximately twelve months. The first 90 days require daily contact between the mentor and the
participant and it wanes off to once a week after the 90 day probationary period. The
mentor/participant pair is always same gendered pairing, and it is common for the participant to
get paired with someone with similar interests to their own. Each month the MPRI program hosts
monthly meals where all the mentor/participant pairs can come together to discuss their
experiences with other paired teams. This time can help facilitate communication between
mentors, participants, program members, and the surrounding community. Additionally, this
time can be used to brainstorm or share ideas of group activities that each mentor/participant
team can take part in.
Every mentor is given continued training and support throughout their mentorship term
with their assigned participant. The MPRI program attempts to recruit mentors with some
background knowledge in criminal justice, sociology, social work, or psychology in hopes of
finding individuals who are understanding, patient, and committed to developing a positive
relationship with an MPRI participant. It is a shared relationship similar to that of an
organization like Big Brothers Big Sisters, in that it is continuous and long-lasting. Mentors
come into this program as a volunteer and are expected to remain for an extended period of time,
which can be a large responsibility to take on. Again, mentors must be comfortable with being a
community coach to a parolee who has recently just come out of prison and be willing to help
with the many obstacles he or she will face upon his or her return. This may be a challenging but
equally rewarding position that one must be completely dedicated to.
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It is common to see many participants who have proved successful in the program and in
the mentorship program to come back and become mentors themselves. This is a prime example
of Simmel’s (1950) work being executed, in that those individuals who previously held little to
no power or authority are in a position to fight back and regain some of that power that was
previously lost, by going from being labeled an outsider to now being a member of both the
program and society (Akers and Sellers 2004). This keeps a continued sense of progress within
the program, and support continues for every member entering the MPRI program. Also, this can
be extremely helpful for those just coming out of prison because they able to relate to another
individual with a shared experience and it can provide some comfort knowing that support is
readily available and they are not alone in this struggle to reintegrate. Regrettably, because this
program is still relatively new and funding is limited, services are only available for medium-risk
and high-risk participants. This means that even if low-risk participants would benefit greatly
from using this portion of the program, they are not eligible to receive the services. Hopefully,
the MPRI program can eventually be in a state of operation where funding is available to assist a
wider variety of participants and include low-risk offenders more fully into the MPRI program
services.
Last, the medium-risk and high-risk participants are eligible to receive additional
assistance with regard to service navigation. Service navigation is meant to be used as directional
assistance for the participants in the medium-risk and high-risk categories. Many of the services
discussed throughout this service are difficult to find because it requires the participants to utilize
computers and technology that they may not have easy access to. The service navigation portion
of the program is designed to alleviate some of the stresses involved in locating the resources
that the participant needs to get the help he or she wants. This includes additional assistance in
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obtaining bus passes, prescription co-pays, supplies, meals, clothing, identification
documentations and paperwork, gas cards, transportation assistance, and additional help in
finding pro-social activities that the ex-offenders can participate in. This section of the program
is merely there to provide additional assistance to those participants who need the extra help
finding what they are looking for and getting to the places they need, on time and well prepared.
The participant does not always access this, despite each participant being eligible to and
having the right to ask for this additional support from his or her parole officer or MPRI
representative if they have a medium-risk or high-risk level. Arguably, even though this
assistance is available, it might not be necessary since so much support is given throughout the
program in each of these areas. If the program could transfer support that is not utilized by the
medium-risk or high-risk participants to the low-risk participants, this portion of the program
might be more helpful. Many of these services would benefit those who are low risk and are
having a difficult time adjusting to the change and reintegrating into the community. Had it been
made possible to give out additional services to low-risk participants when medium- and highrisk participants are not utilizing the services, the program could see an increase in their success
rates of the lower-risk level participants as well as see the needed increase in success rate for
medium- and high-risk participants. It is possible that future analyses of the MPRI program
could shed more light on these subjects in hopes of improving the functions of the program as a
whole, especially in the upon-release assistance portion of the program.
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CHAPTER 4: MPRI POST-RELEASE ASSISTANCE
At the conclusion of the participants’ upon-release assistance, the MPRI program aims to
provide follow-up assistance to those participants active in the program and needing the
continued support. Post-release assistance extends from the close of the upon-release assistance,
around 30 days after the participant is released from prison, until approximately three months
after the participants’ parole date. In some cases, participants continually use the help provided
by the MPRI program for up to six months after being released from prison. However, despite
these services being made available for extended periods of time, the support and depth of
services continues to minimize, the longer the participants are out. Research has shown that the
longer an individual is able to stay out of prison after they are released on parole, the less likely
they are to return to prison (Travis 2005; Clear and Cadora 2003; Mellow and Greifinger 2008).
Because of this, the MPRI program targets those participants who are having a difficult time
adjusting to their lives outside of prison and attempts to provide continuous support for those
who request it. Unfortunately, this part of the program, as with the pre-release assistance portion,
is not currently enforced to its fullest extent due to the lack of financial support and because the
program is still in the early stages of implementation. As a consequence, there are a limited
number of participants actually receiving these post-release benefits.
Post-release assistance relies heavily on the participants taking responsibility for their
actions. Additionally, the goal of this portion of the MPRI program is to help the participant stay
home by encouraging the utilization of their network of family, friends, community, and mentor
support systems. The MPRI program also helps by extending the upon-release assistance so as to
provide continued support to assure success. This means that if participants are having problems
gaining employment, they are still eligible to utilize the MPRI Workforce Developer and Work
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Skills Corporation for job assistance. The option to use tools during interviews, such as tax credit
opportunities or wage reimbursement during training periods with employers, is still made
available for the participant to access. The participants can renew their membership annually
with the Washtenaw Health Plan in the event that they cannot find employment that offers health
benefits. Also, the participants continue to be eligible to participate in program activities like the
mentorship program or other extracurricular activities like the MPRI softball team after their
upon-release assistance term ceases. Overall, all services provided during the upon-release
assistance stage of the program are made available to the participants in the event that they
continue to need to additional support to maintain their stability in the community. Services do
not have an expiration date; however, the longer the participants are out of prison, the more they
are expected to take responsibility for their own actions and rely on their family, friends,
community, and mentor support systems for their issues instead of turning to the program.
Despite the MPRI program not being able to fully implement this portion of the program,
there are services, in addition to extending the upon-release assistance, that are made available to
participants during this post-release stage. This includes participating in the semi-annual MPRI
graduation ceremony, which recognizes those participants who have made an active effort to
succeed. In addition, the participants are invited to attend a variety of church and community
meetings and program seminars to interact with members of the community about their efforts to
change their behaviors and the difficulties they have faced upon their return to the community,
and they are given the chance to become familiar with what the community organizations have to
offer. Finally, the participants have the opportunity to give back to the program by speaking on
behalf of the MPRI program to local community organizations and local universities. This gives
the participants the ability to share their stories and to help advocate for the MPRI program. The
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latter, regarding public advocacy, will be discussed in further detail later on in this chapter but
makes up a significant portion of the program and is an extremely important asset that the
program utilizes to its fullest ability.
The semi-annual MPRI graduation ceremony allows the participants who have
successfully completed the program requirements to voluntarily come together for recognition of
their accomplishments. Those participants who have excelled in the program, exceeded the
program requirements, and clearly made an active effort to change their behaviors and cognitive
ways are also individually recognized during the ceremony. The graduation ceremony occurs
every six months since the program is designed to provide needed services to the participants for
that length of time. In the event that some participants do not quite meet the requirement of being
released for a minimum of six months, this semi-annual design allows for those participants to be
included in the following graduation ceremony, six months later.
The MPRI program takes great pride in their execution of this ceremony, and it is
considered a highlight of the program. Again, drawing from the theoretical work of Simmel
(1950), this ceremony is an outward example of how those who were previously labeled
outsiders and held little to no power or authority are able to reclaim some of that lost power and
authority through publicly showing their successes in this program (Akers and Sellers 2004). The
participants are able to use this program to their advantage in helping them overcome the many
obstacles they faced exiting prison. Many key affiliates and active members of the program are
invited to attend the graduation ceremony. This includes all employees, interns, and volunteers
with the program, members from the partner corporations such as POWER Inc. and Work Skills
Corp., agents from the parole office, local community and church organizations who are
involved and support the program, and the family members and friends of the participants. This
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provides a supportive, comfortable, and enjoyable environment for the participants to come and
be recognized for their many accomplishments. It is the program’s philosophy to reward and
give acknowledgment to those participants who have made it through the most difficult aspects
of reentering the community and enable the participants to give thanks back to their families,
friends, mentors, the program, and anyone else they feel has encouraged them to be a better
individual.
Through participant observation it is apparent that this is an important part of both the
participants’ and the programs’ success. To be recognized publicly for the obstacles they have
overcome in the last six months and the progress that they have made since their release date is
an obvious positive motivator to keep going and keep pushing towards reaching their goals.
Many participants mention that they were so close to giving up because it was becoming too
difficult to stay away from trouble. However, with the motivation from their support networks,
the program, their mentors (if they had one), and their parole agents, they were able to push
through the hardships and focus on achieving their goals. The graduation ceremony is designed
to recognize the accomplishments of both the participants and the program for that six-month
period and to make way for a new wave of successful participants.
The graduation ceremony has evolved, as have all other portions of the program, to
include a variety of members associated with the MPRI program. Key program members, such as
local community and church organizations and graduated participants, are among a few groups
that have recently been included in this event. In many cases, graduates continue to be actively
involved in the program. Past participants come back as interns or volunteers to assist other
returning offenders in their progress to change and stay out of prison. This allows for a more
comfortable environment for new incoming participants, as well as provides for a type of reunion
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when the graduation ceremony occurs. Past participants are also an asset to the graduation
ceremony in that they are already familiar with the procedures and ceremony schedule, so it not
only provides for an extra set of hands to help with the set-up, implementation, and clean-up of
the occasion, but it also allows the graduated participants to have a say in how the following
graduation ceremony should be executed. As stated previously, many parts of the MPRI program
are constantly changing to incorporate new ideas, new inputs, and new organizations. Feedback
from individuals and organizations outside the main players and members of the MPRI program
is crucial in helping the program grow and improve.
However, as the graduation ceremony is executed in its current state, improvements are
clearly needed. First, organization of an event at this capacity is both difficult and timeconsuming. Since the program relies heavily on intern and volunteer assistance, this task of
organization is no different. If a different individual, or group of individuals, organizes this
ceremony each time or even each year, it is unlikely there will be continued consistency.
Currently, the community coordinator for each MPRI site usually oversees the organization of
the event, but it is up to the employees, interns, and volunteers of the program to fine-tune the
details. This puts a responsibility on the employees, interns, and volunteers to pass the
knowledge on to the new incoming members to keep the event consistent. Many times this does
not happen and it is left up to the community coordinators to critique the design. Hence,
additional pressure is placed on the community coordinators to perform these duties. This
pressure could be alleviated if the program members put together detailed notes regarding the
planning of such an event. This way, new incoming employees, interns, and volunteers could be
given the opportunity to have a clear understanding of what is needed to design this ceremony.
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A second limitation to the current implementation of the graduation ceremony is timing.
Given that the MPRI program is a six-month program, which translates into the graduation
ceremony being semi-annual, it still leaves space for some participants to have to wait longer
than necessary to be eligible to participate in the graduation. Some participants, merely by way
of their release date, will have to wait upwards to eleven months to be considered for graduation.
Whereas, other participants will be eligible to attend and take part in the graduation ceremony in
six months. Despite the time frame, each participant will be eligible for the same services as set
forth by their risk level, but there is a possibility that some participants will have ill feelings
towards being forced to wait a longer period of time. One solution to this problem, since
increasing the number of graduation ceremonies per year is unlikely, is to provide discretion for
those participants who continue to be a success even though they have not quite reached the sixmonth mark. This will enable those participants who would previously have had to wait around
eleven months to now have the chance to participate in the graduation a bit earlier.
In addition to the graduation ceremony, participants are also encouraged and eligible to
attend local community functions and church gatherings as a part of their post-release assistance.
This includes attending meetings held at local community organizations and churches that
promote positive change for MPRI participants. Attending these meetings exposes the
participants to other participants in the program, engages them in active group participation with
local community members, allows them to interact with their neighbors, and actively involves
them in a religious affiliation. All of these provide an additional support network if the
participant needs it. These meetings are mostly community members and local business owners
coming together to voice opinions about local community policies and procedures as well as a
means to brainstorm ideas to further positive change within the community.
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The current state of Michigan’s economy has left many individuals with little to no work
and the ability to find a decent means of employment scarce. Promoting this community
cohesiveness helps both the participants and the community members to come up with ideas and
solutions to better business and increase means to promote change in the local economy.
Allowing the participants to take part in these community meetings is also providing a possible
networking link for those actively looking for employment or housing. Even though the program
helps participants overcome both of these obstacles, it does not guarantee a job or a particular
place to live. It is important that the participants are actively looking for employment and
affordable housing on their own, using resources outside of those provided by the program.
Sometimes, merely sparking a conversation with someone can lead that individual to connect
with an employer in need of some assistance or a reference to gain affordable housing in a nice
location.
Many attendees of these meetings are looking for ways to improve their businesses and
their communities, and allowing the MPRI participants to be a part of that can not only provide a
possible social connection, job lead, or housing tip, but also help integrate the participant into the
local community and have a voice in the operations of that community. When an individual
enters prison, he or she is essentially stripped of their right to voice their opinions. When that
same individual reenters society, their lack of rights does not immediately go away. It is
something they must earn back. This can be used a stepping-stone to regain their right to voice
their opinion, which can be an empowering moment for the participants. The more they become
involved in what happens in their communities, connect with other community members, and are
able to have a say in the operations of their community, the more a sense of belonging and
accomplishment can shine through. This is a powerful motivation to maintain their
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successfulness in the community, actively show they are attempting to change, and allow the
participants to rebuild their lives in a more positive direction (Zhang et al. 2006).
It is also very important that the program not only encourages the participation in these
meetings but also notifies the participants when these meetings are taking place. Much of that is
left up to the participant to discover the date and times of the meetings. This can be a serious
limitation to this portion of the post-release assistance. The longer the participant is involved in
the program, the more responsibility placed on the participant; however, some participants may
not have the means by which to access this material nor the knowledge of how to access these
schedules. It is up to the program to direct the participant to these particular meetings as well as
shed light on which meeting would be highly beneficial to attend and what churches are actively
involved in the MPRI program. After this the participant can continue exploring the variety of
meetings held in the community. It is simply that initial direction that is needed and is sometimes
overlooked.
A second limitation to attending these meetings is regarding expectations. It is the
program’s responsibility to make it clear to the participants that by attending these gatherings,
they are not guaranteed a job or housing lead; the intent is to integrate the participant into the
community to provide an extra social support network, first and foremost. Obtaining
employment leads or affordable housing tips are both a secondary possibility and an added
bonus. Unfortunately, throughout all aspects of the program, participants can sometimes be
misled and therefore angry with the assistance provided by the program. The program must make
absolutely clear that these things are not guarantees but merely bonuses and can only be
considered possibilities for some individuals, not everyone. Additionally, each participant must
still take advantage of the services provided during the upon-release assistance, especially in
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relation to employment. It does not look good to get a job lead but fail the interview or
application process because the prospective employee did not seek out the proper training or
come prepared for the interview.
A final activity that the participants can actively become involved in, during the postrelease stage, is public advocacy for the program. Even after graduation from the program,
participants are encouraged to maintain ties with the program and come back to volunteer as
well. This is critical in that it allows the program to gain support around the state and utilizes all
members, affiliates, and partners of the program. The MPRI program even has a public advocacy
team of individuals, usually made up of interns and volunteers, who work in trying to spread the
word about the MPRI program, what it does for the community, its benefits for the State of
Michigan and how the program can improve public safety and help decrease crime rates.
Usually, past participants are placed with this team because they have first-hand knowledge and
experience with how the program functions, the services it provides to returning offenders, and
the benefits that can come out of taking part in this program.
The public advocacy and advisory team participates in all activities associated with the
MPRI program, including attending all events, seminars, and functions hosted by the MPRI
program as well as joining the participants who have entered into the post-release stage in
attending local community and church meetings and gatherings. This is a great way to provide
and pass out handouts, newsletters, and literature on the MPRI program, in addition to speaking
out about the program when the meetings allow individuals to voice their ideas and comments.
Much of the literature handed out at the community and church meetings is the same as the
literature that is given to participants once they enter the program. They provide a brief insight
into the program, its goals and values, the new direction the MPRI is taking on addressing the
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issue of prisoner reentry, and how the program proposes to aid in reducing crime and increasing
public safety. This also enables the MPRI program to connect with other local non-profit
organizations to potentially create alliances with these organizations and other community
organizations with similar goals and values.
Some of the more successful connections include building bridges between the MPRI
program and the (1) American Friends Service Committee, (2) Freedom Center Re-Entry
Support Group, (3) Prison Creative Arts Project, (4) National Organization on Fetal Alcohol
Syndrome, and (5) Christian Love Fellowship Ministries, Int’l (See Appendix #6 for handouts on
these organizations). One key element to the public advocacy team that is appealing to many of
these organizations is that because of the partnership or affiliation with the program, the public
advocacy team also helps these organizations in publicly advocating for their organization as
well. This translates to interns and volunteers with the MPRI program helping in developing,
designing, and passing out literature on each of these organizations, as well as incorporating their
organizations into the public speeches when needed. For example, if an organization from the
“Meet and Greet,” such as Planned Parenthood, needed assistance in putting together a handout
for the program participants, that representative could come to the MPRI public advocacy team
and ask for the assistance that they need. If the team is willing and available to help, the team can
do that.
It is also the public advocacy team that assists designated MPRI employees in recruiting
volunteers and mentors from the surrounding community and college campuses. Many local
college campuses yield students interested in studying criminal justice, criminology, sociology,
psychology, and social work. All of these educational fields of interest play a role in the MPRI
program in some way. Getting students who are pursuing an interest in these subject fields is also
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a promising composition of students who could play an important role in interning or
volunteering with the program. This, in turn, enables the MPRI program to build partnerships
between on-campus organizations and campaign functions such as the Students Against Hunger
and Homelessness, thereby increasing the awareness in the community of both the on-campus
organizations and the MPRI program.
Three of the major limitations towards having a public advocacy team consisting mainly
of interns, volunteers, and past MPRI participants, operating in its current state, include the
possibility of the team being taken advantage of by other organizations, temporary structure of
the team, and the lack of cohesiveness due to the temporary structure of the team. First, since the
team can be accessed and used by outside organizations affiliated or associated with the MPRI
program, there is the possibility of that organization utilizing the advocacy team more than
needed. Although the team members have the option to decline the offer, some members may
lose their main focus on the MPRI program and divert their attention to the other organizations.
It is quite unlikely this will happen, but it can become a possibility given that there are a variety
of organizations involved or partnered with the MPRI program. Some of these organizations do
not have a large capacity like the MPRI program and may need additional help. It is something
that must be kept in mind when allowing the MPRI public advocacy team to assist outside
organizations in their attempts to publicly advocate for their organization.
Second, one of the major downfalls of structuring a program based mainly on interns and
volunteers is the temporary nature of the program components. Inevitably, there is a high
turnover rate among the interns and volunteers because their assignments are usually temporary.
Also, individuals may start off interning or volunteering with a particular aspect of the program
and then branch out and move their assignment to another part of the program. It is no different
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for the public advocacy team in the MPRI program. People come and go, which reduces the
likelihood that there is a cohesive nature among the public advocacy team. Additionally, each of
the individuals on the team has his or her strengths, weaknesses, and personal schedule. Some
are better at designing and coordinating the literature, while others would rather interact with the
public. These are all characteristics that must not only be accounted for but accommodated as
well, since the program wants its interns and volunteers to be happy and satisfied with their
assignment. As long as there is a comprehensive understanding among the team members and a
sense of consistency can be achieved, the public advocacy team has a promising future in the
MPRI program. It is also a large part of the program in that it helps recruit members, spreads the
word about the program to the public, and keeps support flowing from the public to the program,
all of which are extremely important if the program aims to continue in the state of Michigan.
Despite the MPRI program being limited in the amount of implementation that is allowed
in its final stage, it is clear that services are continually provided to the participants in need. The
further along in the program that a participant gets, the more the services diminish. However, the
program turns the focus from an enabling approach, where the participants are given support at
all times, to an independent approach, where the participants are expected to seek their social
support networks. As stated previously, research has shown that the longer an individual is out of
prison, the less likely he or she is to return to prison. The program focuses largely on providing
that independence and responsibility at this stage because once this stage is completed, the
participants are on their own. It is as if the program is geared towards weaning the participants
off the assistance of the program in order to have them seek the services and support on their
own to continue their success in society. In the end, for those participants who do make it this
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far, it is a larger accomplishment to continue on their own rather than with a continued
dependency on one or more organizations keeping them successful.
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CHAPTER 5: THE FUTURE OF THE MPRI & A BEST PRACTICES COLLECTION
It is clear that the MPRI program, since its beginnings in 2005, has made considerable
progress in the realm of prisoner reentry in Michigan. It is also apparent that the MPRI program
is consistently adapting to change within its organization: making room for new ideas and new
philosophies, and learning from past mistakes. With its continued success in aiding returning
offenders in reintegrating into Michigan communities, the MPRI program is a pioneering
movement that seems to have a promising future. As the program continues to grow and expand
to incorporate many other organizations, non-profit or otherwise, that assist underprivileged
populations, there is hope that the MPRI program will not only become a valuable benefit for
individuals being released from prison but also an integrated, seamlessly functioning asset for the
State of Michigan governmental organizations, such as the Department of Corrections or the
Department of Labor and Economic Growth. This can only be accomplished by modifying and
adjusting all of the minute details of the program that collectively make up the three larger
sections of the reentry process: the pre-release, upon-release, and post-release assistance
services. The social, political, and economic climate of the current times is ready and willing to
incorporate programs of change and improvement, such as the MPRI program. With more and
more individuals being put in prison and an even greater number of those individuals being
released with no real practical skill sets to stay successful, Michigan residents are demanding
change to take place to alter its current practices with respect to both incarceration and reentry.
The MPRI program is at a prime location to take advantage of this phenomenon by stepping in to
provide those necessary skills one needs to stay successful in the community.
Due to the lack of training courses and skill-building activities in prison, the likelihood of
individuals coming out with the necessary life skills to be successful within the community is
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highly doubtful. This program has the capability to change this fact; however, at its current state
it does not have the means to accomplish this. Each portion of the reentry process could benefit
greatly by incorporating processes currently being used by other statewide prisoner reentry
initiatives. Despite reentry assistance being a new concept in the field of criminal justice, many
other states have had reentry programs in the works a few years longer than that of Michigan’s
program. By utilizing the knowledge gained by other states as well as knowledge from
professional research on prisoner reentry, the MPRI program is able to increase and improve
their model and philosophy towards reentry. Additionally, the MPRI program will have the
opportunity to gain additional public and statewide support, which can lead to increased
resources and funding for the program and its affiliates. This could easily translate into the
activation of all parts of the MPRI program, better services for the participants, and a more
efficient operation of the program in general. The question then becomes what parts of the MPRI
program should be altered or improved and what states should the MPRI program look to for
guidance in these changes?
Best Practices – Pre-Release Stage
Ideally, the MPRI program would like to see individuals receiving assistance the day they
are incarcerated. Much of this assistance is to be provided by the Department of Corrections and
revolve around vocational and educational training courses for the inmates, as well as specified
treatment services such as substance abuse counseling or sex offender treatment programs. The
MPRI services, helping to prepare inmates for reentry and reintegration into the community,
would then begin six months prior to the inmates target release date. However, this original plan
has yet to be accomplished. It is clear that this is the first and foremost improvement the MPRI
program must begin accomplishing. Budget cuts and a lack of funding for training, treatment,
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and reentry programs has forced the Department of Corrections to make available only those
programs that are absolutely necessary for the inmates who present a clear need for specialized
treatment. Overall, there are very few programs implemented in Michigan prisons that revolve
around providing any vocational, educational, or specialized treatment.
For reentry programs, this means that only certain parts of the program can be actively
used, at any given time, during this stage. Additionally, when participants first enter the MPRI
program, they are not able to access any type of services until approximately one month prior to
their release. Unfortunately, the services that are made available consist only of help from the
members of the Transition Team who come to speak with the participants, currently incarcerated,
about what the MPRI program does and how it will assist the individuals in their efforts to
reenter successfully. Thankfully, despite these minimal services, the Transition Team does do a
great job of explaining the program, distributing information that will be pertinent to the
participants when they are released, and helping to enroll the participants in the appropriate
organizations that they may need to utilize when they get out (i.e., filling out applications for
birth certificates or the WHP).
To improve this, the MPRI program must first look into becoming more involved in the
implementation of the vocational, educational, and specialized treatment services for all inmates
entering prison. I feel that this is critical to the future successes of the inmates. Chapter 2
explains how there is a distinct disconnect between the MDOC and the MPRI in this area. The
MPRI program must become an equal partner in pioneering the implementation of these
programs in every Michigan correctional system. However, in order for the MPRI to achieve
this, they must first gain the support they need from both the government and the community.
Unfortunately, this will be a near impossible feat until the Michigan economy turns around and
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more funds are made available to contribute towards implementing these in-prison programs.
Also, the social and political climate must change to readjust the priorities to fund less money for
mere incarceration and fund more money towards support services, education programs, health
care assistance, mental health assistance, and substance abuse treatment programs, all of which
are contributors as to why individuals get incarcerated in the first place. As seen in the Texas,
Ohio, and Indiana prisoner reentry initiatives, a large focus in pre-release assistance is geared
towards building practical skills that will contribute to obtaining legitimate employment and
maintaining healthy relationships with family, friends, co-workers, and superiors. Also, all of
these states have specialized treatment programs that assist inmates in getting help with their
personal issues, such as substance abuse counseling, sex offender treatment, or anger
management counseling.
Combined, these services provided prior to an inmate’s release help them prepare for the
world outside prison. They also give each inmate the necessary skills needed to overcome the
many obstacles they may face upon their reentry. If the MPRI program is given the ability to not
only achieve their original goal of providing services to inmates six months prior to their release
but also to be a part of an inmate’s entire prison sentence, I believe the program would not only
become a valuable asset to the MDOC and to the State of Michigan but to every inmate entering
a Michigan prison as well. Inmates will be better prepared to face the challenges of reentry, their
skills would be comparable to many individuals who have never been incarcerated, their chances
of gaining legitimate employment could increase significantly, and they would have something
larger to look forward to when they are released.
Secondly, I believe that the MPRI program should incorporate a training support booklet
similar to that of the State of Indiana’s Pre-Release Re-Entry Program Offender Handbook. As I
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was observing various social meetings and gatherings for the MPRI program, it was revealed to
me that the participants, family members of participants, and community members wanted to
know if there was some sort of handbook that not only describes the MPRI program and its
services but also includes information on all aspects of the program, its partner organizations,
and key elements that are needed for a participant to succeed. As there was nothing, it was
obvious that most of these individuals were quite disappointed in the lack of guidance provided
to them. Despite Indiana’s offender handbook being designed for only inmates and not their
families or the community, it still provides the inmate with some tangible guide to utilize, learn
from, and follow.
Understanding the prison and parole system, as a whole, from the point of view of the
inmate, the family, the friends or the community is a complicated, tedious, and confusing
process. Much of the knowledge gained from these systems is obtained through basic trial and
error. I feel that the MPRI program should band together to devise a booklet for, at a minimum,
its participants so that they are able to focus their efforts on completing the tasks outlined in the
handbook. This booklet should offer sample application forms, practical activities to build skills
in managing finances, tips to work on anger problems, motivational words or phrases, contact
information for local community resources and help-centers and contact information for various
parts of the MPRI program. If the program has the capability to go one step farther than Indiana
and is able to devise informational booklets for family and friends of incarcerated individuals as
well as community members, it would reassure them with a feeling of direction and
understanding and, ultimately, reduce a large amount of stress. Completed, this booklet will
become an essential tool for everyone involved in the program. It will aid participants in
reintegrating, aid family and friends of participants in understanding the prison system and what
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their loved one(s) are going through and finally, and aid community members in discovering
ways to not only understand the battles one faces upon reintegrating into society but also find
ways to help those individuals coming out of prison to stay out of prison for good.
Third, the MPRI program must address the limitations surrounding the lack of
uniformity, organization, and structure of the pre-release assistance provided. Initially, the Parole
Board plays a large role in the decision-making process of who becomes MPRI and who does
not. Discretion becomes a huge issue when decisions are based on the individual circumstances
of each inmate. Texas, Ohio, and Indiana have accounted for this by fully integrating their
reentry program into every aspect of an inmate’s prison experience, including the parole
departments. Thankfully, the MPRI services are made available for every participant to openly
utilize. However, services are based on risk level and need, so it is crucial to make all
participants understand what is available to them and what is not. I believe that communication is
key in the success of this stage. The Parole Board must communicate with the MPRI program as
to who needs what services, and the MPRI program must communicate with the participants to
help them in understanding how to use these services. Every aspect of this pre-release stage must
flow in sync, which will enable the program to run as efficiently as possible. It must be a
seamless process for both the correctional institution and the program participants.
Fourth, the Transition Team must also be organized and operate uniformly. Members of
the Transition Team need to be sure that their conversations with the participants are clearly
verbalized and interpreted. This means that it is the responsibility of the Team members to
answer questions when necessary, provide support or guidance when appropriate, and leave the
meeting knowing each participant understood what just occurred. Each participant should be
given similar information on the program and instruction on how to utilize its services. Only
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those individuals who will be dedicated to the program and the participants, despite their position
as an employee, intern, or volunteer, should be chosen to be a part of the Transition Team.
Accomplishing this can be difficult and problematic because it is never clear whether someone
has the right intentions initially, so it is important to obtain as much information as possible
about the individual and make an educated decision of whether that individual will be a valuable
asset to the program and the Transition Team.
All of these will aid in the final and most important aspect of improvement in the MPRI
pre-release stage, prisoner preparedness. This is critical since prisoner preparedness is the
ultimate goal of the pre-release stage of the MPRI program. The Texas, Ohio, and Indiana
statewide initiatives clearly show that the primary goal of assisting individuals, prior to their
release from prison, is to better prepare them for facing the difficult world outside the
correctional facility. If the MPRI program can accomplish and overcome all of the current
limitations in its program, the participants will be better prepared to take on the challenges of
reentering society. The value of the program to the state of Michigan will increase significantly,
and communities will visibly notice a difference in the actions of the MPRI participants who
have taken advantage of the pre-release services made available to them.
Best Practices – Upon-Release Stage
Beginning the upon-release assistance is the largest portion of most prisoner reentry
programs. No matter how much a participant is warned of the difficulties he or she will face
when released, many times these difficulties are underrated or overlooked until the offenders
actually experiences them first-hand. Continued support and guidance for the first thirty days is
critical to the success of the participants. I believe the MPRI program accounts for that needed
support and provides it well to the participants; however, the organization and seamless
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operation can fall short on occasion in many aspects of the upon-release stage. Much like that of
the pre-release stage, there is a lack of formality and solidarity in the process by which services
are distributed and implemented, first of which being the process of releasing the inmates on
their target release date in a timely fashion and to their “home” communities.
Regrettably, this is an issue faced by many prisoner reentry programs, including Texas,
Ohio, and Indiana. There is so much inconsistency and uncertainty surrounding the release of
prisoners back into society. Most of these issues cannot be helped, given the problems that face
all correctional facilities today. Lockdowns, bad behavior, rescheduled court proceedings or
hold-ups in the court process all can cause an inmate’s target release date to alter. However, the
program can help improve this process by coordinating and communicating with the MDOC to
make the transition a bit smoother. Also, the MPRI program and the MDOC should come to a
consensus on the location of where the inmates are released. Currently, some inmates are
released straight out of the facility that they were incarcerated in, others are transferred to the
facility nearest to where their crime was committed, and some are transferred to the nearest
facility in relation to their designated “home” community. It is in the best interest of the MPRI
program and its participants to have a formalized release process. Also, I feel that inmates should
have a voice in where they are to be released and should be given the choice as to which county
they prefer. This way all inmates can have the opportunity to be released to their family, if they
have personal ties, or they can be released to a community that is at least familiar to them. At its
current state, I do not believe that the MPRI program allows room for the participants to have
this voice. It is left up to the MDOC office to direct where inmates are to be released, and I do
not feel that this is in the best interest of the participants.
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Obtaining official documents, such as birth certificates, is another challenge that the
MPRI program faces in the upon-release stage. Again, like the Texas, Ohio, and Indiana
programs, the State can be unpredictable in making these documents available in a timely
fashion, once the inmates are released. The MPRI program does not have the capability to speed
up the bureaucratic process by which these documents are retrieved. Preferably, these documents
should be waiting for the inmates the day they are released but it can sometimes take up to eight
weeks to retrieve birth certificates from the State. The MPRI program does a good job in
assigning particular individuals to filling and filing the paperwork needed as well as keeping
track of the timeline of when the documentations are to be received. However, it is important that
a member, or team of members, not only keep track of these applications but also update the
inmates on the status of these applications upon their release. Indiana incorporates this process of
obtaining needed official documentations into their Pre-Release Re-Entry Program Offender
Handbook. As a requirement for their release, Indiana inmates must complete the application to
obtain their birth certificates so that their documents are waiting for them when they are let out.
I feel that the MPRI program should have all participants complete and submit any
applications, to obtain these documents, at least six weeks prior to the inmate’s target release
date. The program must also implement a system to account for any participants who did not
meet with the Transition Team prior to their release. Without these documents, many individuals
cannot get their driver’s license, which holds them back from obtaining employment and having
to rely on either a public transportation system or friends to get around to needed places. This
added stress and frustration could contribute to the participants being tempted to recidivate and
return to prison. A stronger partnership between the State of Michigan and the MPRI program is
essential in streamlining this process so participants do not have to wait long periods of time to
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obtain their birth certificate or driver’s license. If the MPRI program can tighten their lines of
communication between all parties involved in this process, I believe they should not have any
problems getting participants the necessary documentations to gain employment, residence, or
any other services needed when they get out of prison.
Once the participants are released, they receive their “1st Day Out Services” where they
are treated to a lunch and taken to the bus station to get their bus pass. This process is seen in
many other reentry programs since it is meant to both congratulate the participants on their
release and celebrate their freedom. The main improvement in this part of the upon-release stage
is to make sure each participant is given the chance to participate in this event. Scheduling can
become an issue, and the program must account for any changes in the release dates of the
participants or any scheduling conflicts of the MPRI employees, interns, or volunteers. I feel that
as the program stands currently, it performs this process well. Only accounting and
accommodating for scheduling changes must be fine-tuned before this process can operate
seamlessly.
Participants are then required to attend the MPRI “Meet and Greet” on the first Friday
after they are released. This meeting is nationally unique in that very few, if any, other statewide
programs have a meeting comparable to this. The MPRI “Meet and Greet” is both a pioneering
and imaginative service that has much potential for the program and its participants, as a whole.
However, as informative as the “Meet and Greet” is for the participants, the program must still
make this meeting as consistent as possible. Much like the “1st Day Out Services,” scheduling
can become a tedious but significant problem. The “Meet and Greet” coordinators, those
individuals who supervise and facilitate the meeting, are an important asset to maintaining the
schedule and organization of the meeting. If a presenter cancels or is unable to make the meeting,
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it is the responsibility of the coordinators to either accommodate the change or improvise the
presentation for the participants. The coordinators are also key in maintaining order in the
meeting, especially when participants feel uncomfortable with any of the presentations, such as
the police department. Essentially, the MPRI program has a responsibility to everyone involved
in the program to choose coordinators and presenters who have the dedication, experience, and
education necessary for handling a meeting with a sensitive population of individuals, like
returning offenders.
Whenever police officers and ex-offenders come together, there is always the possibility
for negative emotions or preconceptions to cloud one’s judgment. In the case of having police
involved in the “Meet and Greet,” it is key that the police are there to welcome the participants
back into the community and provide an extra line of support for the participants to use if
needed. The MPRI program should include only those police officers who are willing and able to
meet these goals. They should also be willing to assist the participants when questions arise
regarding any issues that may be able to be answered only by an officer of the law. Most
importantly, despite the feelings of the participants or the police, the “Meet and Greet” should
remain a neutral and safe environment, free of hostility.
I have seen first-hand the detriments of including in this meeting officers who are not
completely free of their preconceptions towards ex-offenders. During my involvement with the
program as a “Meet and Greet” coordinator, there was a handful of occurrences that could have
resulted in something worse had we not mediated the problem immediately. The meeting has the
potential to fail miserably if one or more officers continually hold a negative attitude towards the
participants at the meeting or are unable to manage the hostility from one or more participants.
Also, if the coordinators are unable to mediate this conflict, it has the potential to get verbally
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and physically uncomfortable for everyone involved in the meeting. It is my professional opinion
that if the program is unwilling or unable to fully screen those officers attending the meeting
prior to them coming and fully train the coordinators facilitating the meeting, then the program
runs the risk of not only ruining the “Meet and Greet” meeting but possibly causing a damaging
disconnect in trust and faith between the MPRI program and its participants. Thankfully, the
MPRI program has employed a number of dedicated, trustworthy, and highly skilled
coordinators and officers who are willing to help, who have the right attitude, and who are able
to manage and mediate conflict. I believe that this meeting is extremely helpful, as long as the
MPRI program fully trains its coordinators and fully informs and screens its participating
officers.
Also during this meeting, presentations on the Washtenaw Health Plan (WHP), the Public
Health Department or Planned Parenthood, and an employment presentation given by the MPRI
programs Workforce Developer and partner corporation, Work Skills, occurs. A common theme
among all of these presentations, which is also common among many other prisoner reentry
programs, is limited availability for services. With all reentry programs, lack of funding is
always an issue that can hold programs back. It is an unfortunate situation, but the MPRI
program can provide only so many services to the participants. This means that the services
provided to the participants, from each of these organizations, comes with stipulations attached.
Some participants may not qualify to access these services because of their situation, and others
just may not be eligible because of their risk level.
The WHP is a benefit plan that all MPRI participants are eligible to enroll in and receive
health benefits, as long as they qualify. However, because this is not considered health insurance,
the benefits are limited and are meant to keep individuals healthy in only a very basic sense. This
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is a partnership that is essential to the MPRI program, but even if the participants would like to
seek alternative means to health care, there is little that is offered by the state of Michigan.
Again, this is out of the MPRI’s control, so the program does what it can by creating these
alliances with organizations like the WHP. It is in the best interest of both the State of Michigan
and the MPRI program to continually seek out and provide services that the participants can take
part in, with regard to health benefits. As far as the presentation given by either the Public Health
Department or Planned Parenthood, the MPRI program must somehow bring the two
organizations together to create a presentation that sheds light on the most important aspects of
each party. Also, I feel that the presenters must keep the participants engaged in the meeting
because this presentation can be somewhat uncomfortable for the participants, especially since it
is a discussion that can get very personal. I do not believe that the MPRI program does this as
well as it could. There is such uncertainty surrounding this presentation, and much of it revolves
around disconnect and disorganization. I feel it is in the best interest of the program to make the
extra effort to bring together these two organizations to relay one concise and encompassing
presentation that speaks to all aspects of sexual health.
One of the final presentations given at the “Meet and Greet” is on obtaining employment,
gaining employment-readiness skills, and mentorship opportunities. Employment services are
eligible to every MPRI participant; however, the services are based on need and risk level. Lowrisk participants receive fewer services than medium- or high-risk participants. I think this is the
first thing the MPRI program should look at improving in this realm because so many
participants are missing out on these services because of their risk-level and the lack of
availability of various services. Some employment services, like the 90 day transitional
employment service, can be directly affected by the surrounding area’s economy. If the area is
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doing poorly, transitional employment may not be available to access. I believe it would be very
beneficial for the MPRI program to branch out to other community organizations that could
contract with the program in providing employment positions for MPRI participants in the event
that transitional employment, through factory work, is unavailable or has reached its capacity.
Also, it is important for the MPRI program to not appear threatening towards current union
autoworkers. Politically, this can become a serious issue since the automotive industry in
Michigan is doing so poorly. The MPRI program must clearly state, to the public, their intentions
of implementing this type of transitional employment. This could be another reason the MPRI
should look elsewhere and contract with other various companies to provide other outside
opportunities for temporary employment.
Finally, mentorship opportunities are common among many reentry programs. Because
MPRI’s mentorship program is fairly new, there is much room for needed improvement.
However, as Texas, Ohio, and Indiana show, mentoring can come in many forms and can also
target specified groups of individuals. I feel that by maintaining this flexibility and wide range of
opportunities, mentoring can prove quite useful for returning offenders, male or female. Texas,
for example, has a very successful mentoring program for incarcerated mothers with newborns
called Love Me Tender. Also The Empowerment Project is for incarcerated women suffering
from a history of domestic violence or sexual assault situations. Ohio also has pioneering
mentoring programs built in their Intensive Prison Program services to help individuals with a
history of drug use and abuse, alcohol abuse, and even anger management issues. Last, Indiana
has incorporated many mentoring programs for men and women who need assistance or
guidance when dealing with finances, pursuing further educational degrees, managing stress, and
overcoming substance use and abuse. As stated previously, if Michigan could widen their scope
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on mentorship, it would greatly assist returning offenders in learning the basic needs of surviving
life outside prison and being truly successful.
After participants complete the “Meet and Greet” meeting, the services offered to them
become more intensive and more widely available. However, services greatly depend upon
current availability, need, and risk-level, so many participants go very separate ways after the
“Meet and Greet” meeting. The MPRI program does a good job at distinguishing these separate
services and making it very clear to the participants what they are eligible for. However, the
division of services is unfair and particularly unnecessary. Looking at these services as a whole,
the MPRI must first attempt to change the fact that low-risk participants literally are ineligible to
receive certain services. Instead, the division should be made based on immediate need, current
personal situation, and by request, when applicable. Denying participant’s services simply
because the government funding agencies feel they are better off with their lower-risk level will
not help this program become a success, especially since, given the nature and design of the
program, many of these services are somewhat flaunted in front of lower risk participants, where
higher risk participants are singled out and told they are eligible to access these services while
lower risk participants are told they cannot.
There are many cases where participants of various risk levels do not need the services
they receive. Conversely, there are many cases where participants do not receive the right
services for them. As a participant observer, I have seen both situations come out at the “Meet
and Greet” meeting, a prime example lying in the transitional employment presentation. Either
way can prove to be a detriment to both the program and its participants. I believe the MPRI
program should make every attempt to give each participant the services he or she really needs
and not take on the responsibility of making assumptions based on risk levels, risk levels that
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even the participants do not fully understand. This action could lead to the participant having
both a higher understanding and greater amount of respect for the program as a whole. It could
also mean the participants are really getting the help they want and need when they get out of
prison.
Looking individually at the various services the MPRI makes available shows that the
services given to the participants, at this time and in this way, are quite useful and very helpful,
particularly when examining the family and cognitive change services provided to medium-risk
and high-risk participants. These services parallel those of Texas, Ohio, and Indiana’s programs,
except that the MPRI services mostly take effect after the release of the participant, whereas the
other programs gear their family and cognitive change services prior to and proceeding the
release of the offender. I feel that if the MPRI program continued to provide these services after
the participants are released and incorporate these services in workshops while the participants
are still incarcerated, the chances of these services being helpful will increase dramatically. It
will not only allow the participants to discover new ways to reconnect with their family and
friends on a much deeper and more meaningful level but also will provide continuous support to
the participants even after they are released.
I also believe, in general, more services should be incorporated into this portion of the
program as well. Just as Texas, Ohio, and Indiana have many different services for incarcerated
mothers, substance users and abusers, domestic violence victims, sexual assault victims, and
convicted sex-offenders, so should Michigan’s MPRI reentry program. There are wide ranges of
individuals incarcerated for a wide range of offenses throughout all prisons in Michigan. I
thoroughly believe Michigan’s reentry program should be aware of this and offer the range of
services needed to both deal with and help those individuals when necessary, before they are
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released as well as after they have been released. Unfortunately, many of these services rely
heavily on individual responsibility, wherein the participants are responsible for his or her active
participation in these services. The MPRI program, at its current state, does a very good job at
both motivating and encouraging the participants to not only actively participate but also grow to
enjoy their time spent during these services.
This is a very important factor that plays into the overall success of the participant once
he or she is released. Frankly, it does the participants no good to attend these meeting if they are
not willing to give it a try, keep an open mind and be willing to change or improve their ways.
For some it takes longer to warm up to participating, but I think the MPRI does a good enough
job leaving enough room and space for every participant to take his or her time in getting
comfortable with attending and participating in these services. This alone says a lot about the
tenacity of the program because lacking patience in a program such as this one would be
extremely detrimental in the eyes of both the public and the participants. For those participants
not willing to give the upon-release services a try, the MPRI program respects their decision as
long as parole requirements are not broken by it.
Best Practices – Post-Release Stage
As with the pre-release stage of the program, the main improvement in the post-release
stage is merely activation. This is an important and necessary stage of the MPRI program that
must be used to its fullest extent. In this stage, the participants are at a point in their release
process where individual responsibility and self-motivation are key elements to their success on
the outside. However, the participants should not be expected to be fully functioning on their
own, with absolutely no support from various networks. This is why the MPRI program has
developed many positive support resources for the participants that both promote that needed
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individual responsibility and still provide assistance when necessary. Utilizing these services to
their utmost capacity will inevitably enable participants to feel secure in leading a more positive
and crime-free lifestyle, motivate them to succeed in their endeavors, and gain more self-respect
in knowing that they have overcome some extremely difficult barriers and ended up successful. I
believe that the program has much potential to do good for individuals returning home from
prison if these crucial parts of the program can be fully implemented.
Despite this occurrence, the MPRI program has still forged ahead with what services they
are able to utilize, including providing continued access to services after the completion of their
upon-release stage, attending the graduation ceremony held for participants who have completed
the program and its requirements, enabling attendance to a variety of community and social
meetings where participants can both share their stories and network with local community
members and businesses, and being a valued addition to aiding the program in public advocacy.
All of these collectively compose various portions of the post-release stage. However, within the
scope of these services lie many necessary improvements that the MPRI program must recognize
and address. Beginning with the graduation ceremony, the MPRI program has constructed a
unique event that many other statewide programs do not incorporate into their prisoner reentry
programs. I believe this is what makes the MPRI program so innovative: those responsible for it
have developed various ways to publicly acknowledge the many achievements of its participants.
Also, family members and friends of the participants are able to attend the ceremony to see the
efforts and obstacles their loved ones have put forth and overcome. This acknowledged
achievement will not only continually encourage the participants to be successful but also shows
the participants how much progress they have made in such a short time period and how much
improvement has been made through their determination and dedication.
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Because this is such an important event for both the participant and the MPRI program, it
is also important that the MPRI program’s execution of this ceremony is as seamless, detailed,
and successful as possible. This is a very difficult task to continually accomplish each year but I
feel that the program does its best at pulling off a great ceremony. First, the program must
understand the limitations of composing the program of mainly volunteers and interns. The
program must account for the high turnover rate of these volunteers and interns, the possibility of
a large amount of inconsistency in the organization of such an event, and the timing of when
participants are eligible to participate in the ceremony. Second, the program must do its best to
improve these limitations so that each ceremony is as successful as possible.
As described in Chapter 4, I believe the program does a good enough job at passing down
information to newcomers when volunteers and interns are replaced. I also believe that it is
possible that the ceremony can be inconsistent, but it’s what makes each semi-annual graduation
different from the previous one. Finally, and in a more negative light, I do not believe the
program has done a good job of addressing the final limitation of participant timing. As a
coordinator, I have seen too many cases of participants being confused or unclear on when they
complete the program, when they are eligible to participate in the graduation ceremony and just a
general misunderstanding of the end process. I feel that if those behind the program want to
continue this tradition of highlighting the achievements of their participants, which is a
wonderful idea, they must address these issues so that the participants are clear on what is
expected of them and what they should be expecting, in the near future, from the program.
Second, many participants are able to attend community and social meetings, held
throughout the counties, where they are able to interact with various affiliates of the MPRI
program, local community members, and local businesses and their owners. This is very
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important for the participants in that they are able to branch out their social networks, develop
relationships with community members, network with local business owners for possible job
leads, and be able to share their stories and experiences with these individuals. The MPRI
program provides the participants with resources on these meetings but can sometimes fall short
on the details of where the meetings are held, the times they occur, and who is involved.
I believe that this is a pioneering element in the post-release assistance but must be
executed in a more detailed fashion. Few statewide programs incorporate this as a part of their
program. Rather, many statewide programs put it on the participants to seek out these resources
on their own. The MPRI program has made this an actual element in their program, so executing
this element to the best of their abilities is necessary. Also, the program must make clear the
meanings and purposes of attending these gatherings in the community. Giving false hopes or
false expectations will not be helpful to the participant or to the program. There are no
guarantees of jobs or leads in attending these meetings; it is merely a positive possibility. This is
something the program must improve upon because I have seen many cases of participants
misinterpreting the meanings of these services. The program must clearly state the meetings are a
helpful source that can lead to many opportunities, but these opportunities are not guaranteed.
Finally, a large portion of the program is made up of public advocacy, as this is the
means by which the program receives its support. The MPRI program has a great group of
members who make up the public advocacy team. Also, the participants of the program play key
roles in the public advocacy team, as they have experienced the benefits of the MPRI program
first-hand. Mostly, the public advocacy team is composed of volunteers and interns with the
program, which can cause many issues similar to that of other elements of the MPRI program.
First, there is the possibility for a lack of cooperation and cohesiveness due to the temporary
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structure of the team members. Second, affiliates of the MPRI program can take advantage of the
members from the public advocacy team because affiliates occasionally use the MPRI program
to promote their organizations.
The MPRI program handles the first limitation very well, in that they acknowledge the
possibility of the public advocacy team being thrown off course because one or more members
leave the program. The team communicates between each other often and many members make
the effort to give adequate notification to both the program and the team in the event that they
leave. This leaves little room for major errors to occur as a consequence of team members
leaving the program unexpectedly. The second limitation, however, is more of a concern for me
because in my experience this happens, unknowingly, often. Many volunteers and interns with
the program are not given adequate instruction as to their job description and duties, meaning
that some volunteers or interns may think that it is actually a part of their duties to assist
affiliated members of the program, when in fact it is not the case. To avoid this potential
problem, the MPRI should address this issue with their volunteers and mentors. It should be
made clear that participating or assisting affiliated members of the program is clearly optional
and should not be used as a distraction from their primary duties held with the MPRI program.
Unfortunately, the program must take into account that it’s possible that some of their
volunteers or interns are being used to promote other organizations more than the MPRI
program. A good example from my experience as a coordinator was when we were having issues
with the sexual health presentations. We were attempting to bring the presentations together into
a more comprehensive presentation for the participants. Two interns were assigned to the job of
bringing the presentations together for the participants, and they each spent approximately two
weeks on this project. For some reason, at the conclusion of their project, it was never officially
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approved and therefore never implemented in the “Meet and Greet” meeting. The interns’
efforts, for two weeks, were nearly wasted because no one took the initiative to continue with the
next step in the process of utilizing the new presentation. To this day, the presentation on sexual
health is still sketchy and very much separated, as the presentations from each presenter are
given on different topics with each a different focus than the other.
As this example shows, it is important to not only utilize the efforts of the volunteers and
interns to their fullest extent but also not to let their efforts be wasted. The MPRI program has
many valuable assets working for them in a variety of capacities. The program should revert their
assistance to other affiliated organizations only when absolutely necessary and their work should
not be a wasted effort. I feel that there are many times when the program, as a whole, tries very
hard to maintain these affiliations and by doing that lends their volunteers or interns out to help
these organizations. In rare cases, their time could have been better spent improving on or
advocating for the MPRI program instead of participating in an outside project that may or may
not be used.
Conclusive Thoughts by the Author
As this paper has continually highlighted, the MPRI program is a highly complex,
integrative organization that has become a pioneering movement for the State of Michigan. The
program has so many positive elements about it that clearly show the efforts that Michigan is
taking to assist their growing populations of returning offenders. But because it is a new program
for the State, it has been limited in the extent that it can help. Hopefully, in the near future, the
State of Michigan and other community organizations can see the good that the program is doing
for the participants and their families and the positive impact it is having on the communities in
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Michigan. This will translate in the program being utilized to its fullest extent and the
participants getting a complete set of needed services.
Before it can be a complete success, the MPRI program must first address the limitations
that are posed in the current operation of the program, as outlined throughout this analysis.
During the pre-release, upon-release, and post-release stages, it is crucial that each work both
independently and cohesively with each other. Each stage is designed to target various obstacles
of reentry, and collectively they compose the MPRI prisoner reentry program. There are many
needed improvements, and the program has a long road ahead before it can operate at full
capacity. However, when the program gains enough support and is able to activate all portions of
its program, it will be interesting to reexamine the elements of this program and discover any
changes or improvements that have accrued during this change.
This research project is meant to shed light on the program, analyze its elements, examine
it as a whole, and discover its strengths and weaknesses. As this analysis has shown, this
statewide initiative, though in its early stages, has already made quite a bit of progress in the
realm of reentry. If the MPRI program could incorporate various processes from other statewide
initiatives, it could become a leader in prisoner reentry programs. The program has so much
potential and if it can gain the support needed to flourish, there is hope for returning citizens
residing in Michigan to be successful upon their release from prison. Future research is needed to
provide a more detailed analysis on every element of the MPRI program and possibly pursue a
program evaluation once the program is fully operative. A complete program evaluation could
build upon the analysis provided here and offer details about other various MPRI site locations,
as this analysis was limited in only examining the Washtenaw County site, which was then
generalized to the other sites in Michigan. Information of this capacity could provide knowledge
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about what is necessary in a prisoner reentry program and what services are crucial for exoffenders to be successful once they are released from prison. As a researcher, I am interested to
know how much of an impact the MPRI program could have on Michigan’s returning offender
population once the program is implemented completely. I hope this research can be used as a
resource for that upcoming examination.
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